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ABSTRACT

THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF METHYL AND CHLORO-METHYL
HYPOCHLORITES AND ETHERS AND REACTION OF
METHYL RADICAL WITH CLO

Hypochlorites are formed from reactions of chlorine monoxide (CIO) addition to
unsaturates and association with radicals. C10 is a prevalent and an important species in
chemistry of the atmosphere and in combustion systems where chlorine is present.
Thermochemical property data on these oxy-chlorocarbon species are important to
understanding the reaction pathways and kinetics in these environments. Enthalpy,
entropy, S ° 298 and heat capacities, C p(T) from 300 to 1500 K are determined for
methyl hypochlorite and three chloro-methyl hypochlorites and formaldehyde-CI atom
complex radicals (CH2O--CI, CHClO--Cl, CCl2O--Cl) by density functional, and ab initio .
calculation methods. Molecular structures and vibration frequencies are determined at the
B3LYP /6-31G(d,p) density functional calculation level, with single point calculations for
energy at the B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p), B3LYP/6-3 I 1+G(3df,2p), QCISD(T)/6-3 I G(d,p) and
CBS-Q levels of calculation. Enthalpies of formation are determined at each calculation
level using the ΔHºrxn and known enthalpies of other reactants in each of several working
reactions (up to seven). Barriers for intramolecule rotation are calculated and
contributions to entropy and heat capacity from internal rotation in the chloro-methyl
hypochlorite, chloro-dimethyl ether, chloro-methoxy and formaldehyde-Cl atom coupling
radicals are determined. Evaluation of enthalpy data from reaction (up to seven) schemes
and the statistical distribution of rotation conformers, result in ΔHfº298 values for CH3OCI

kcal/mol in CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p) method. Evaluation of data from all 7 reaction
schemes, and the statistical distribution analysis of rotation conformers, result in
values for
3 kcal/mol at the CBS-Q//B3** level. Enthalpies of formation are determined at each
calculation level using the ΔH°r xn298 and known enthalpies of other reactants in each of 6
different working reactions. The statistical distribution analysis of rotation conformers is
also considered', Δ Hrº298 values for

The reaction system
CH3OCl <-4 Products) is very important to understanding the depletion effect
chemistry on stratospheric ozone layer. Monochlorine monoxide radical (C10) is known
the cause of ozone depletion and alkyl and alkyl halides are most abundant in
atmosphere.. The kinetics for the reactions of monochlorine monoxide radical (('10) with
methyl radical are analyzed by using quantum Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel (QRRK) theory
for k(E). and a modified strong collision approach for falloff
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1 " I

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

CH 3 OCI has been considered an important atmospheric species since the severe
depletions in stratospheric ozone were first observed during the Antarctic spring in 1985.
' This ozone depletion is now believed to the result from several reaction sequences

¹ ²

involving the chlorine monoxide radical (ClO). 3 " 4 At low temperature, methyl radical
associates with chlorine monoxide radical (ClO) and produces methyl hypochlorite
(CH 3 OCI) but at higher temperature or low pressure, methoxy radical and Cl atom are
dominant initial products from the association, with formaldehyde also observed.`'
Chlorocarbons are widely used chemicals as solvents in synthesis and in cleaning
agents, as synthesis starting materials and in polymer, pesticide and other product
manufacture. Chlorocarbons and other halocarbon compounds are present in the
atmosphere from evaporation of these solvents and other anthropogenic activities. They
often exhibit relatively long tropospheric lifetimes due to their slow decay or low
reaction rates with OH radical
Chlorocarbon radicals are the initial intermediates from reaction of chlorocarbons
in atmospheric and combustion systems. Chlorine substitution on methyl and alkyl
radicals results in decreased stability (and lower reactivity to products) of peroxy adducts
formed from reaction of these radicals with O 2 . The slower reactions with O 2 permit the
chlorinated methyl radicals to build up to higher concentrations in combustion
environments, relative to CH;, where they are more likely to undergo reactions with the

2
radical pool, of which H0 2 , OH and C10 are major species. These association reactions
result in oxychlorides or chloro-methoxy species. Chlorine monoxide radicals are also
active in combustion inhibition (termination reactions) via cycles similar to that for
thermal catalytic ozone destruction in the stratosphere.'

Figure 1.1 Overview schematic of CH 3 OCI Formation and Dissociation Paths
" Weakly bond (5kcal/mol), formaldehude~Cl atom complete: this complete is lower in
energy than C-H 2 OCI, hypochlorit e-methyl radical.

A desired fate of CI atoms is formation of HCI, hut oxygen rich (fuel lean), high
temperature environments of combustion and the upper atmosphere often shill the
limited supply of hydrogen to O-H or H-OH bonds which are stronger than the H-CI

3

bond. This often results in significant steady state levels of atomic and molecular chlorine
as well as chlorine oxide in the combustion environment. Cl and CIO react rapidly with
alkyl radicals, with CIO radicals undergoing association to form chemically activated
oxychlorides that can be stabilized, or further react to new products. CIO also serves to
convert CO to CO2². '
Atomic chlorine is also frequently used to initiate oxidation reactions of
hydrocarbons, oxychlorocarbons and halocarbons for studies relevant to atmospheric
lifetimes and product formation in atmospheric photochemistry.

11.12

CIO radical is

formed in these studies via association reaction of CI atoms with peroxy radicals with
subsequent cleavage of the very weak O-0 peroxide bond.''

Thermodynamic property data on the oxygenated chlorocarbon species are
needed for evaluation of reaction paths, kinetic processes, as well as stability of
intermediate adducts and the oxy-chlorocarbon species formed as products." These
properties are also needed in kinetic modeling and in equilibrium computer codes
(Examples: Chemkin, Nasa, Stanjan equilibrium codes, commercially available) . There is
very little or no thermodynamic data on these oxygenated chlorocarbons in the
literature. 15-17 Francisco et al. report a theoretical study on the excited states" and ΔHfº0
for methyl hypochlorite (CH3OCl) of -13.5 ± 2 kcal/mol with CCSD(T)/6-311G(2df,2p)
level' s of theory, which we convert to ΔHfº298 of -15.9 kcal/mol. Elrod et al, report
Gaussian-2 ab main study for A1 1 1 ." 2 , 8 of CH3OCl as -17.7 kcal/mol16 and separately
-

derive ΔHfº298 of CH 3 OCI as -12.3 kcal/mol by bond additivity based on methods
developed by Colussi. 17 J. Espinosa-Garcia recently reported 53 ΔHfº298 for CH 3 OCI of -

13.2 ± 2.3 kcal/mol by the unweighted average of the results of MP4/6-

basis-set limit method. Melius includes unpublished BAC/MP4 Δ Hf°298 for methyl
hypochlorite on his web site -14.0 kcal/mol, 18 and Crowly et al. 19 used bond additivity
values of Benson ²º

to estimation of ΔHf°298 of-14.6 kcal/mol for CH3 OCl.

These estimates exhibit the wide range in enthalpy values at 298 K from -12.3 to
-17.7 kcal/mol. There is, in addition, no literature data on thermodynamic properties of
There is no
published values for heat capacity or entropy on CH 3 OCI or any of the chloro methyl
hypochlorites, too.
This study estimates fundamental thermodynamic property data, Δ Hf°298, S9º28
and C p (T) and internal rotation barriers on the methyl hypochlorite, and chloro-methyl
hypochlorites using ab

and density functional calculations. The group additivity

values of the O/C/CI group, were determined for use in estimation of larger alkyl
hypochlorites.

CHAPTER 2

VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES, GEOMETRIES, ANDTHERMODYNAMICS
OF METHYL HYPOCHLORITE AND CHLORO-METHYLHYPOCHLORITES

2.1 Calculation Methods
2.1.1 Selection of Calculation Methods and Basic Sets
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) is chosen because it is computationally economical and thus,
possibly applicable to larger molecules, if it is accurate. It is also commonly used and is
reported to yield accurate geometry and reasonable energies '

1.22.

Comparison of

calculation results from this level against data from higher calculation levels for ΔHfº298,
will provide some calibration of the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) values (with similar working
reactions) for larger molecules, where this may he one of the few calculation methods
available. B3LYP /6-311+G(3df,2p) is chosen to see if this larger basic set results in an
improvement to the above commonly used density functional calculation method.`'`'
is a configuration interaction method ,. hut with a small,
economical base set.

2.4

CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculation is a high level

composite method with empirical corrections, it is reported to be comparable with

Radom research group's CBS/RAD² ³

method -, it has B3LYP/6-3 1g( d,p) geometry,

which they indicate is very close to QCISD(T) values and a QCISD(T) calculation in
place of CCSD(T), These calculations are referred to as CBSQ//B3** in the present
study for brevity.

5

6
2.1.2 Thermodynamic Properties Using ab initio Calculations
Enthalpy, ΔHf º298. entropy,

°

S 29};

and heat capacities C p (T), from 300 to 1500 K are

determined for four chloro-methyl hypochlorites
CCI 3 OCI using density functional B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) and ob
and CBS-Q calculation methods. 25-30
Molecular structures and vibration frequencies are determined at the B3LYP/631G(d,p) density functional calculation level, with single point calculations for energy at
levels of calculation.
Vibration frequencies are scaled by 0.9806 for zero point energies (ZPVE) and for
thermal corrections.'' Enthalpies of formation are determined at each calculation level
using the enthalpy of reaction (ΔHrxn298) with known enthalpies of other reactants in each
of the 7 different reaction series.• Barriers for intramolecular rotation about the Cl-l ; 0Cl bond are analyzed versus torsion angle using B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) density functional
calculations.

2.1.3 Calculation of Hindered Rotation Contribution to Thermodynamic
Para meters
A technique for the calculation of thermodynamic. functions from hindered rotations with
arbitrary potentials has been previously developed.'`' . ''" This technique employs expansion
of the hindrance potential in the Fourier series, calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix in
the basis of the wave functions of free internal rotation, and subsequent calculation of
energy levels by direct digonalization of Hamilonian matrix. In this work the torsion
potential calculated at discrete torsion angles is represented by equation I.
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V(ø) = a 0 + a, cos(ø) + a 2 cos(2ø) +a 3 cos(3ø) + b r sin(ø) + b2 sin(2ø) + h 3 sin(3ø) (2.1)
where value of the coefficients ai were calculated to provide the true minimum and
maximum of the torsion potentials with allowance of a shift of the theoretical extreme
angular positions.

2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Vibrational Frequencies and geometries

Harmonic vibrational frequencies are calculated for the methyl and three chlorinated
methyl hypochlorites at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) level of theory on the basis of optimized
geometry at the same level of theory. The vibrational frequencies and rotational
constants for the methyl hypochlorite are given in Table 2.1. They are in good agreement
with other reported calculation15,18 and experimental report.10,46 The CIO stretching
frequency mode of CH 3OCI shows 660 cm-¹ in this work, 667 cm - ' in B3LYP/6 311++G(3df,3pd),15 692 cm -¹ in CCSD(T)/6-311G(2df,2p), 15 704 cm - ' in BAC/MP4

theory," and 680 cm -¹ in the spectra of Crowley et al.. I ` ) The CO stretching frequency
mode of CH3OCI is 1019 cm -¹ in this calculation, 1007 cm - ' in B3LYP/6311++G(3df,3pd), 15 1046 cm - ' in CCSD(T)/6-31 I G(2df,2p), 15 1039 cm -¹ in BAC/M P4
level," 1006 cm - ' in the spectra of Crowley'" et al. and 1002 cm - ' in the experiment of
Jungkamp et al.. 46 The CH..; symmetric deformation mode of CH3O CI is 1463 cm"' in
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), 1458 cm -1 in B3 LYP/6-311++G(3df,3pd),

15

1467 cm -¹ in

CCSD(T)/6-311G(2df,2p),15 1447 cm -¹ in BAC/MP4,18 and 1450 cm - ' in the spectra of
Crowley et at '''and 1456 cm-¹ in the experiment of Jungkamp et al.. 46 The CH ;
symmetric stretching frequency mode of CH 3 OCI is 3026 cm - ' in this work. 3019 cm -¹ in

8
TABLE 2.1 a. Vibrational Frequencies' (cm"' ) for Methyl Hypochlorite
-

TABLE 2.1 b. Rotation Constants (Ghz) for Methyl Hypochlorite
-

TABLE 2.1 c. Vibrational Frequencies" (cm -¹ ), Rotation Constants (Ghz) and Moment
-

of Inertia (amu•Bohr) for Chloro-methyl hypochlorite

' Nonscaled frequencies are calculated it the Ii 31.Y1'/(,-1 I( i(d.,pi level of theory. References 15.
Reference
' Reference 46 I Reference 47 ' The rotational constant units are (

1

Reference 15.

9
TABLE 2.2. Optimized Geometry of Chloro-methyl Hypochlorites'

denstk functional calculation level, h 1111,Y1)/(,-111+±( Odti1)-1(1)
(Geometry is optimized in li3INIVh-i;
level in reference 1.s.. CCSI)(- f)/6-.1 I I (2dr,2p) level in reference 15, and d 13AC/M1'4 level in refernece 18,
kNperiintal value in reference. 47. I iond length or the distance het \ecn two atoms of number in A I l ioncl angle or
the angle among tin cc atoms of number in degree. 1)0 -tech- al angle among the lOur number atoni!;.
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2880 cm -¹ in
BAC/MP4, 18 and 2998 cm - ' in the spectra of Crowley et al.'" and 2820 cm - ' by

Jungkamp et al.. 46 The vibrational frequencies and rotational constants for multiple
chloro-methyl hypochlorites are given in Table 2.1.
The optimized B3LYP/6-3 lG(d, p) geometries for the methyl and three
chlorinated methyl hypochlorites are illustrated in Table 2.2. Numerical values of the
structural parameters including carbon-hydrogen, carbon-chlorine, carbon-oxygen,
oxygen-hydrogen bond distances along with applicable bond angles are also listed in
Table 2.2. Effects of chlorine α-substitution on molecular geometry can be seen from
Table 2.2. The C-H and O-CI bond lengths in the equilibrium conformations of four title
optimized at the B3LYP/631G(d, p) are similar, while the C-O bond lengths (R4) decrease in order; l.425

A

in

bond lengths (Rl) in the chloro-methyl hypochlorites also decrease with increase in
number of chlorines; it is 1.818, 1.807, and 1.801

A

in

CCl3OCl The Cl-0 bond length (R5) increases in this series at l,736, 1.739, 1.738 and
The geometry parameters of
Melius were obtained by conversion of his cartesian coordinates. The geometry of
CH3OCI in this work is similar with values reported by Francisco,'' Melius,18 and
experimental values of Rigden et al. 47 in Table 2.2. The C-0 bond distance (R4) of
CH 3 OCI is l.425
and 1.389
l.736

A

A in this work and in Francisco's calculation, 1.411 A

in BAC/MP4,

in the study or Rigden et al.. The 0-C1 bond length (R4) of CH 3 OCI is

A in B31.YP/6-31G(d,p) level, 1.702 A in B3LYP/6-3 I 1++G(3df,3pd) calculation,
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method, and 1.674

A

in the experiment. 47 We

conclude that the geometry and frequencies of methyl hypochlorite optimized B3LYP/631G(d,p) is reliable, because higher level calculations with lamer basis sets'
experiments

10,46.47

,

and

demonstrate consistent results with these. Distance between the

hypochlorite chloride and hydrogen on the methyl group in the low energy conformers
are 3.531, 3.523, 3.538

A for CH3OCl, CH2CIOCI, and CHCl 2OCl, probably too long

for significant hydrogen bonding,.

2.2.2 Enthalpies of Formation (ΔHfº298)

Enthalpies of formation

for the chlorinated methyl hypochlorites are estimated

using total energies obtained by the B3LYP/6-31 G(d,p), B3LYP/6-3 I 1+G(3df,2p),
QCISD(T)/6-31G(d,p) and CBSQ//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculation methods and up to
seven reactions Total energies are corrected by zero-point vibration energies (ZPVE)
which are scaled by 0.0806 as recommended by Scott et al. ' I Thermal correction, 0 K to
298.15 K, is calculated to estimate

ΔHfº

298

at 205.15 K. 2 ` The following seven reaction

schemes are selected to determine ΔHfº298 of each hypochlorite

12
CH3OCI + CH 3 OH —> CH 3 00H + CH3Cl

(2.8)

TABLE 2.3. Total Energies at Different Levels of Theory, Composite CBS-Q, Zero Point

Vibrational Energies and Thermal Corrections (in Hartree)

Total energies arc in Hartree at CI K: all molecular geometries are optimized in 137)LYI)/6-1G(d,p).
B3LYP/6-3 l33LYP/6-3 I 1-+G(3d12p),' QCISD(T)/6-3 I G(d,p). CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-3 G(d,p)
enthalpies arc in Hariree. which include thermal correction and /.cro-point energy at 29g K. ' ZPE is in
Hartree and scaled by 0.9806. l Thermal corrections are in Hartree.

Density functional and al) initio calculations with ZPVE and thermal correction

are performed for all four compounds in each reaction, and enthalpy of reaction ΔHrxnº298
is calculated. Since enthalpies of formation of three compounds have been experimentally

determined or 'Theoretically calculated, the unknown enthalpies of formation of
are obtained. As example,

calculated from
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and the listed known enthalpies of
The enthalpies of reaction are obtained by the reaction schemes tabulated in Tables
2.4. The ΔHf°29 8 on the standard compounds in reaction sets are from literature in Table
2.5 and are used to determine ΔHfº29 8 values in Table 2.6.

TABLE 2.4. Reaction Enthalpies (in kcal/mol) at 298

Ka

'' Reaction enthalptes Include thermal collection and /ero-point energy correction at 2T; K. 'See foot notes of
Ta bl e 2.3 for the explanation of theory levels.
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TABLE 2.5. Enthalpy Data Used in Reactions to Determine ΔHr°29 8 of Target

Oxychlorides

CH,
CH 3 CI
CH2Cl2
CHCl3
Cl4

-17.89
-19.60
-22.X3
-24.2()
..22.94

C 2H6

-)0.)4

Ref. 32 (48)
Ref.33 (40)
Ref.32
Ref.43
Ref.32
Ref.34 (49)
Ref.33 (49)

±0.3
±0.3
±2.0b

Ref.43
Ref.33 (50)
Ref.49
Ref.34 (52)
Ref.35c

Ref.32
Ref.32

±0.1
±0.9
±0.l
±0.5

Ref.32
Ref.32

Ref.32
Ref.34

±0.01

Ref.44

CH3CH2Cl

-26.84

CH3CHCI2
CH3CCl3

-31.09

Ref.33

-34.01

Ref.33

-35.71

Ref.33
Ref.34
Ref.35

-4X 05
.

-3 I X()
-22.06

HCI
HOCI
HOOH
H 20

-17_X0
-32.53
-57 5(1

Units in kcal/mol h The
' The standard de\ ration of Table 2

source

±0.1
+0.2
±0.3
+0.3
+0.3
±0.1
±0.7

Ref.32
Ref.33
Ref.32
Ref.34
Ref.32
Ref.34
Ref.33

CH2CICCI3
CH3OH
CH3OOH

uncertaiy

source

Compound

comes from 1.1.2.2-tetrachloroethane (CHCl2CHCl2)
in reference

Data in Table 2 6 shows that the enthalpy of formation of CH2OCI,
CHCI2OCI. CCI2OCI at the CBS-0 calculation level, for the reaction schemes is
relatively consistent for each species except for values determined using reaction scheme
(4),.(2.5) The ΔHr °298 for CH2OCI is -15.41 kcal/mol, using, the CBS-Q method through
all reaction schemes in Tablet 6, on the other hand, The ΔHr°298 for CH3OCI is -15.01
kcal/mol, using, t he averag e

of three different calculations, B3LA P/6-31G(d,p),

G(3df,2p), and QCl SD(T)/6-3 Ig(d,p).

B3 LY P/6-3 1

Francisco et

al.

using

CCSD(T)6 - 3 1 I G calculation with a large basis set (2df,2p) determine enthalpy

formation for 13 5
-

2 kcal/mol at 0 K from the reaction,
CH2OCI : H : O

→ CH2OH

HOCI

(2 10)
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which we calculate as -15.9 kcal/mol at 298 K using the reaction below and data in this
study.

Elord et al. 16 report ΔHfº298 of CH 3 OCI at -17.69 kcal/mol from G2 analysis on
the isodesmic reaction:

Colussi's values." Espinosa-Garcia recently reported 53
2.3 kcal/mol by the unweighted average of the results of MP4/6-31G(d,p)//MP2/631 G(d), CCSD(T)/6-311G(3d,2p)., CCSD/cc-pVTZ, and Truhlar's basis-set limit
method using hydrogenation reactions.

Melius reports

of -14.0 kcal/mol based on BAC/MP 4 18 calculation. The available

literature data on CH3O Cl show a variation in standard enthalpies of formation, -12.3 to
-17.7 kcal/mol at 298 K.
The accuracy of the enthalpies of formation obtained theoretically is controlled
by several factors: the level of sophistication (method + basis set) applied to calculate the
electronic energy, the reliability of the enthalpies of formation of the reference

compounds, the uncertainty in the thermal corrections, and the extent to which error
cancellation occurs in the working chemical reaction used in the evaluation.

16

The results for the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p), B3LYP/6-311+G(3df, 2p), and
QCISD(T)/6-31G(d, p) calculation analysis show relatively uniform ΔH f°298 values
through the
TABLE 2.6: Comparison of Enthalpies of Formation' at 298 K (in kcal/mol)

reaction schemes excluding data obtained from reaction scheme (3), (2 4). With the
exception of CBS-Q//B3** level results, enthalpies calculated from use of reaction
scheme (3), (2 4) are not consistent with data from the other six reaction schemes.
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Deviation for ΔHf°298 across reaction scheme (3), (2.4) appears to scale linearly with the
coefficient of H2O and HOCI, suggesting a significant error in calculation of one or both
of these species at all calculation levels except CBS-Q//B3** in Table 2.6.
The method of isodesmic reactions relies on the similarity of bonding
environment in the reactants and products that leads to cancellation of systematic errors
in the density functional and ab initio molecular orbital calculations. Reaction scheme
(6), (2.7) is the only isodesmic reaction, but we can not apply reaction scheme (6), (2.7)
to chloro-methyl hypochlorites because ΔHfº29 8 values for chloro-methyl peroxides are
unknown. The values from all calculation levels using reaction scheme (6), (2.7) for
CH3OCl, where we can apply it, show good agreement.

2.2.3 Test of Calculation Method: Enthalpy of HOCI

Methyl hypochlorite and hypochlorous acid both have the oxy-chloride bond and an
electron donor group, methyl and H atom respectively. We analyze ΔHfº298 of 110(1 by
similar reaction sets to try and evaluate the accuracy of our calculation methods; data are
illustrated in Table 2,7. The evaluated AK'

298 of HOCI

is 17.8 kcal/mol , with a more
-

recent value of 18.5 ± 0.5 recommended by Espinosa Garcia`''. Our calculated ΔHrpsº298
-

-

for hypochlorous acid are 10.2, 17.6, -17.6, -17.6, -17.5, -17.9 kcal/mol using CBS-

-

Q//B3** and reaction schemes 1 to 6 as shown in Table 2.7. Data from the reaction
schemes in Table 2.7 obtained at the other calculation levels do not show this good
agreement with the experimental value of HOCl The next most reasonable values for
ΔHfº298 of HOCI are not the QCISD(T) but the density function values with the large
basis set, in table 2.7
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Enthalpy values determined by B3LYP/6-3 I 1+G(3df,2p) method for the methyland chloromethyl- hypochlorites are also in good agreement with the values from CBS-Q
calculations in Table 2.8; the data suggest this level of density functional theory is
TABLE 2.7. Enthalpies of formation at 298 K (in kcal/mol)'

TABLE 2.8. Enthalpies of formation at 29X K (in kcal/mol) for B3LYP/6-

reasonable for rise in enthalpy determinations of oxy-halocarbons using the selected
working reactions. Radom et al.'' report that the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/631G(d) provides reasonably accurate enthalpies. The CBS-Q//B3** and B3LYP/6-
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311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) both show good agreement for HOC] enthalpies in
this study.

TABLE 2.9. Comnarison of Enthalnies of Formation Calculated by Semiemprical

2.2.4 Enthalpies of Rotational Conformers
There are two staggered structures, which show different enthalpies in CH 2ClOCl, and
CHCl2OCl as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. We calculate the correction to enthalpy of
formation using statistical analysis of the conformer values listed in Table 2.11. The

± 2.4 kcal/mol, -26,l ± 3.6 kcal/mol, and -26.7 ± 4.7 kcal/mol respectively. These are the

average data using all reactions except reaction series 4 based on CBS-Q calculation
level results and considering statistical distribution of rotation conformers in Table 2.11.

20

The error analysis is performed using the standard deviation in
calculations and the average of maximum error over all reaction sets bar reaction scheme

4, (2.5).
There still exists a significant discrepancy in the
intend to resolve this issue in this study. Our primary object is to obtain more complete
thermodynamic properties and groups for group additivity of
oxygenated chloro carbon species, i.e. for estimation of thermodynamic properties of
higher molecular weight hypochlorites. The very high level ab initio calculation values of
Espinosa-Garcia5 4 with one working reaction are 2.2 kcal/mol above our value, hut our
values are close to other reported data.

2.2.5 Comparison to Semiempirical (MOPAC) Data

A comparison of enthalpies of formation calculated using density functional and al)

into

theory with the semiempirical MO methods,55 AM 1 and PM3,58 is also performed.
The results listed in Table 2.9 For PM 3 are not acceptable. Reaction scheme 4 and direct
output from AM 1 are the most reasonable for the calculation of enthalpies of formation
on alkyl hypochlorites among these semiempirical methods. We do not find AM I to he
accurate for other oxy - chlorocarbons and do not recommend these methods for
enthalpies or Gibbs Free Energies.

2.2.6 Rotational Barriers

Potential barriers for internal rotations of
are calculated at the B3LYP/b- 31 G(d, p) level. Potential energy as function of torsion
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angle is determined by varying the torsion angle at 15° intervals and allowing the
remaining molecular structural parameters to be optimized. The geometry and harmonic
vibrational frequencies are calculated for all rotational conformers at

Table 2.10. Total Energy' (Hartree) of Molecules by Torsion angle

B3 LYP/6-3 1 G(d, p) level. The barriers toy internal rotations are calculated from the
-

differences between the total energy of each conformer as a function of torsion angle in
15 degree intervals. Potential energy vs, torsion angle diagrams for internal rotations
about C-O bond of the methyl and chlorinated methyl hypochlorites are shown in Figure
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2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. The values of the coefficients of the Fourier expansion, a and b in
;

;

equation 1 are listed in Table 2.12.

Figure 2.1. Potential energy for internal rotation about C-0 bond of CH3OCI versus
torsion angle.

The calculated symmetric rotational harrier for methyl hypochlorite is shown in Figure
I. I. The calculation shows that the H-Cl eclipsed structure has a rotational harrier of
3.35 kcal/mol and that the harrier is uniform for the three hydrogens
Figure 2.2 shows calculated rotational barriers for 1 chloro-methyl hypochlorite.
The CI-CI anti staggered structure is 3.2 kcal/mol higher in energy than the more stable
H-Cl anti staggered conformer because of the Cl interaction with the oxygen atom's non
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bonding electrons. The H-CI eclipsed rotational barrier is 4.5 kcal/mol and the CI-CI
eclipsed rotational barrier is 9.7 kcal/mol. The Cl/Cl interaction is stronger than H/Cl
interaction across the oxygen link on 1 chloro-methyl hypochlorite.

Figure 2.2. Potential enemy for internal rotation about ('-O bond of CI 1 ClOCl versus
torsion angle.
,

Calculated rotational harriers and conformer energies in 1,1 dichloro-methyl
hypochlorite are shown in figure 2.3 The CI-CI anti staggered conformer has higher
energy of 1.3 kcal/mol than the more stable 1 1-Cl anti staggered conformer. The H-0
-

eclipsed structure represents a rotational barrier of 3.3 kcal/mol and the CI-CI eclipsed
structure represents a rotational barrier of 8.08 kcal/mol.
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The rotational barriers for l,l,l trichloro methyl hypochlorite.are displayed in
-

Figure 2.4. The CI-CI eclipsed structure shows a rotational barrier of 6.3 kcal/mol above

the Cl 0 anti staggered conformer.
-

Figure 2.3. Potential energy for internal rotation about C-0 bond of CHCl2OC l
versus torsion angle.
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Table 2.11-a 0H 1-° 298 for Rotational Conformers, Relative fraction, and Overall ΔHfº298

Values

H-Cl anti staggered. b CI-CI anti staggered. 'Energy of conformer = overall value in Table 2.6 +
energy barrier; Energy harrier = energy of conformer- energy of most stable conformer'' Relative (%) =
conformer fraction
total fraction, Conformer
fraction = cc-ivicr) rs = Energy difference, R = 1.987 (cal/mol.K
•
= 29g K.' Final value =
relative fraction ); I Uncertainty is the value in loot note e in Table 2.6.

Table 2.11-b. Adjustments for Entropy of Mixing — Rotational Conformers

'' Entropy for CI 12C!(
at 298K. Entropy (CI l.2 (21( )CI l
I ..ntrop\ (C'/C1/1. 12/()) + Entropy
VC/t 'I t + Entropy
correction (CH2ClOCl)
Entropy for CI ICI-2 ( )CI at 2 9 5K. Entropy (CI ICl2OCI) = kittrop■ CA.12/11/0) + Hitrop)
(0/C'/CI) + Entrop■ correction (CI ICI:(
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Torsional Angle (degree)

Figure 2.4. Potential energy for internal rotation about C-0 bond of CHCI70C1
versus torsion angle.
2.2.7 Entropy, S ° 298 and Heat Capacity, C p (T) from 300 to 1500 K
S°2

and C p (T) calculations use the B3LYP/6-31g(d, p) determined geometry and

frequencies with yalues summarized in Table 2.13. TVR represents the sum of the
contributions from translations, external rotations and vibrations for

Sº298

and (,(T). The

torsion frequency corresponding, to the internal rotor is not included in TVR. Instead, a
more exact contribution from the hindered rotation is calculated and listed under 1.R. in
Table 2.13. 1.R. represents the contributions from internal rotation about C-0 bond for
S 298 and
º

Cp(T)'s.
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TABLE 2.12. Coefficients' (kcal/mol) of Truncated Fourier Series Representation

Expansion for Internal Rotation Potentials

Unit in kcal/mol. Values of rotational harriers computed using the 1331,1 7 1)/6-31(i(d,p) theory. Coefficents are
calculated as follows V(0)= ao + a l cos(ø) + az cos(2ø) + a3 cos (3ø) + hi sin(ø) +h 2 sin(2ø) + h1 sin(3ø).

TABLE 2.13. Ideal Gas Phase Thermodynamic Properties' at 298 K

Thermodynamic properties are referred to standard state of an ideal gas of pure enantiomer at 1 atm.
enthalpy in kcal/mol, entropy and heat capacity in cal/mol ,K. bIF°29 s is the average value of CBS-Q level
considering the statistical contribution of rotational conformers in kcal/mol excluding reaction scheme 4. (sec
footnote c in Table 2.6 and final value in Table 2.S) L thins in cal/mol K. d The sum of contributions from
f
translations, external rotations, and vibrations. ' Contributions from internal rotation about C-0 bond. Reference
17,g .-I 5.9 kcal/mol. which we convert to 298 K by this reaction using A111° 0 of reference 15 and thermal energies
CH2OCl. h Reference 16, Reference 54,' Reference I') and k
of this study .3/2112 — 1/202 + l/2Cl2.+ C(s)
Reference 18-h. k Symmetry number is taken into account for Sº298 Entropy corrections or CH2ClOCl, and
CHCl2OCl mixing (.1 . -(1.(13 and -0.64 respectively are not included above.
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There is no published data on entropy and heat capacity values for CH3OCI,
There is one data set, ab initio calculation, in the
web site of C. Melius for methyl hypochlorite.1 8 Our calculation results show a good
agreement for the entropy and heat capacity with the BAC/MP4 yalues of Melius 18 for
CH3OCl; the BAC/MP4 method uses HF/6-3 1G* structures and frequencies. Table 2.1
shows a comparison of frequencies among B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), BAC/MP418 theory
along with experimental data, "'' 4 `' and calculated rotation constants.

2.2.8 Group Values and Group Additivity Correction Terms

Hypochlorite groups are estimated in order to extend the current data to larger
molecules by use of group additiyity. Conventional group additiyity does not work well
for chlorocarbons or other halocarbons, as group additivity does not incorporate effects
of non-next nearest neighbors.'''
In this paper, we define the O/C/CI group and a limited set of interaction terms
which can be used with Benson type group additiyity scheme For calculation of the
thermodynamic properties of multichloro-hypochlorites. 45 Previous studies report and
,
41.42
hydrocarbons. We haye
explain the use of interaction terms for chloro 39,40 and fluoro
recently reported new groups for chloro and fluoro carbons and deyeloped interaction
terms to allow more accurate thermodynamic property estimation of these molecules.

,

38
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The group yalue for thermodynamic properties of C/H3/O are from existing
literature.20, 59 Values for C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O and C/CI3/O are taken from recent
work in this research group on chlorinated methanols 38 and ethers." The properties of
groups for example, are deriyed from chloro-
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l, I-dichloro-methanol (CHCl 2 OH), and 1, I , I -trichloro-methanol
respectively and from chloro-dimethyl ether (CH 2 CIOCH 3 ),
I,l-dichloro-dimethyl ether (CHCl 2OCH3), and 1,1,1-trichloro-dimethyl ether
respectively. In the present work, we estimate group yalues for O/C/Cl and chlorine
interaction terms across the oxygen link on methyl oxychiorides of OCl/Cl, O0/C12, and
OCl/C13. There are no chlorines, other halogens, or bulky groups/fragments on the
carbon atom adjacent to the oxygen atom containing the chlorine in the defining O/C/CI
group for methyl hypochlorite (CH3O Cl) Enthalpy of formation (ΔHfº298) and heat
capacities, C p (T) of the O/C/CI group are calculated on the basis of the equation 2.15

8° 2 9 8 of O/C/Cl is calculated on the basis of the equation 2.16.

I? = l.987 (cal/mol K), and ( -7 is symmetry number, which is 3 for CHOCl.
Thermodynamic properties of methyl hypochlorite with no chlorine on the carbon
atom adjacent to the —OCl are now accurately predicted; but an adjustment needs to be
made for chloro-oxychlorides where there are chlorine atoms on the adjacent carbon,
such as chloro-methyl hypochlorite, dichloro-methyl hypochlorite or trichloro-methyl
hypochlorite. This adjustment comes in the form of an interaction term to count the total
number of chlorine atoms on the adjacent carbon atom. The assumption is based on the
known accuracy and yalidity of group additiyity for hydrocarbon and oxyhydrocarbons
with gauche interactions. 20, 37
The interaction yalues between chlorine(s) on the methyl and the chlorine
attached to the oxygen (OCl/CI, OCl/Cl2, and OCl/Cl3) are calculated from differences
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between the sum of defined chlorinated oxyhydrocarbon group values and the
determined thermodynamic properties of the parent compounds. For example, M4 ° 298
and Cp's for tin; OCl/Cl2 interaction term are estimated by the equation 2.17 and ΔHfº2 98

S ° 298 for the OCl/Cl2 interaction term is calculated from equation 2.18 using the

S for the parent molecule. Equation 4 and 5 both use the CCl2/H/O group from
dichloromethanol and l,1 dichloro methylether and the O/C/Cl group from CH 3 OCI.
1? = l.987 (cal/mol K), and a is symmetry number, which is I for CHCl2OCI. Entropy of
mixing = -1? 1(n, )x In(ni); where Il i is fraction of conformer i. Mixing entropy is
included in the (C/Cl2/H/O) group, as it is in hydrocarbon and other molecular groups.
For CHCl 2 OCI, the mixing term is: -R ;0 .9014 In(0.9014) + 0.0986 In(0.0986): —
0.64 cal/mol K in Table 2 I I-h. The other interaction values are also estimated in the
same manner.
The group yalues for enthalpy of formation and entropy of C/H3/O at 298 K are
-10.l kcal/mol and 30.41 cal/mol-K respectiyely from Cohen ' 9 '" and Benson.²º
Thermodynamic properties of the C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, and C/Cl3/O groups are
calculated from the ayerage of data from chloro-methanols and chloro-dimethyl ethers;
group yalues for enthalpy of formation of C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, and C/C13/O are 20.9, -27.3, and -28.1 at 298 group yalues for entropy are 37.1, 42.5 and 5L1
cal/mol-K and group values for heat capacity at 300 K are 8.6, 12.7, 16.2 eal/mol.K, also
listed in Table 2.14. Thermodynamic properties of the O/C/CI groups are deriyed from
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methyl hypochlorite (CH 3 OCI) in this work by equations 2.15 and equation 2.16; The
enthalpy, entropy at 298 K, and heat capacity at 300 K values are -5.41 kcal/mol, 37.0
and 7.4 cal/mol.K.
Interaction term yalues are also listed in Table 2.14 and are significant; they
indicate a seyeral kcal/mol increase in enthalpy due to destabilizing interaction of
chlorine(s) on the methyl group.with the hypochlorite group. The group additiyity
corrections for enthalpy of formation at 298 K are 4.2, 6.5, and 6.7 kcal/mol for OCl/Cl,
OCl/Cl2, and 0Cl/Cl3, respectively. Interaction terms for entropies at 298 K and heat
capacities are relatively small. Entropy terms are 0.8, 1.7, and -0.5 cal/mol•K for OCl/Cl,
OCl/Cl2, and 071/Cl3, respectively at 298 K. The interaction values for heat capacity at
300 K are 0.l, 1.0, and -0.1 cal/mol•K for OCl/CI, OCl/Cl2, and OCl/Cl3, respectiyely.

These low values for entropy and heat capacity interaction terms are encouraging. They
suggest reasonable accuracy and consistency throughout our calculations and that the
interaction terms are primarily needed for enthalpies.
Interaction yalues are calculated from the defined group values for methyl
hypochlorite and thermodynamic properties of three chlorinated methyl hypochlorites as
illustrated by equation 4 and 5 Table 2.15 lists groups and interaction terms for use in
estimating thermodynamic property of oxychlorocarbons by modified group additiyity
method.
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TABLE 2.14 a: Thermodynamic Properties of Chlorine Groups
-

Units in kcal/mol. b !Jails in cal/mol•K. `The average of group value from chloromethanols (reference 3g) and
chloro ethers (reference 60).

a

TABLE 2.14-h: Thermodynamic Properties of OCI-Clx interactions

' I hilts in kcal/mol " I bons in cal/mol.K

►o111); include (Afton\ of mixing corrections.

TABLE 2.15. Groups and Interaction Terms for Four Oxychlorides
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2.3 Summary
Thermochemical Properties of CH 3 OCI and three chlorinated methyl hypochlorites are
calculated using density functional ah Thin() calculations. Enthalpies, ΔHfº298 are
presented as average data from the selected reaction schemes (up to seyen) based on
CBS-Q calculation level results considering statistical distribution of rotational
conformers. CBS-Q calculation values of ΔHfº298 show consistency for all reaction
schemes, which is not observed in the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p), B3LYP/6-31 HG (3df, 2p),
QCISD(T)/6-31G(d, p) calculations. Entropies, S ° ²9}; and heat capacities, C p (T) from
300 K to 1500 K are reported along with groups and oxychloride-chloride interaction

group yalues For use in group additivity. Torsion potentials are presented for
intramolecular rotations. Semiempirical methods do not seem satisfactory for estimation
of oxy chlorocarbon thermochemical properties.

CHAPTER 3

GEOMETRIES, VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES AND
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF CHLORO-ETHERS

3.1 Overview
Chloro-carbons are widely used chemicals as solyents in synthesis and in cleaning agents,
as synthesis starting materials and in polymer, pesticide and other product manufacture.
Chloro-carbons and other halocarbon compounds are present in the atmospheric from
eyaporation of these solvents and other anthropogenic activities. They often exhibit
relatiyely long tropospheric lifetimes due to their slow decay in the atmosphere or low
reaction rates with OH radical.`'' Initial reactions of saturated and unsaturated alkyl
chlorides in both atmospheric and in combustion chemistry result in alkyl radical
intermediates. Saturated chloro-carbons undergo loss of H atom via abstraction with
O1-1, 5 ' 62 while unsaturated chloro-carbons undergo addition. These radicals rapidly react
with oxygen' that is present at high leyels, and form a myriad of oxygenated chlorocarbon species.
Thermodynamic properties of chloro-dimethyl ethers provide data for
understanding the stability, reaction pathways and products of oxygenated chlorocarbons in the combustion and atmospheric environments. The data also allows
determination of oxy-chloro-carbon groups for group additiyity of the mono, di and
trichloro-methyl oxygen species, and thus thermodynamic property estimation on larger
oxychlorocarbons. There is little or no literature data ayailable on thermodynamic
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properties of chlorinated oxygenated hydrocarbons with the exception of acid chlorides
and methyl hypochlorites. The thermodynamic values for dimethyl ether are well
known 63 but surprisingly there is no literature data, to our knowledge, for any
chlorinated ether.
This research estimates fundamental thermodynamic property data on these species
using ab !Milo and density functional calculations. These thermodynamic properties on
chloro-dimethyl ethers allow estimation of C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, C/Cl3/O groups for
use in group additivity on larger hydrocarbons.

3.2 Method
3.2.1 Computational Methods

All ah initio calculations are performed using the Gaussian 94 program suite." The
structural parameters are fully optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.
Harmonic vibration frequencies and zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE) are
computed at the same leyel. The optimized geometry parameters are used to obtain total
electronic energies in

B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p) is chosen because it is commonly used and is reported to yield
accurate geometry and reasonable energies:21-22 Curtiss et a1. 67 reported that B3LYP/631G(d,p) proyides highly accurate structures for compounds with elements up to atomic
number 10. Durant'''" has compared density functional calculations BHandH and
B3LYP with MP2 and Hartree-Fock methods for geometry and vibration frequencies.
He reports that these density functional methods proyide excellent geometry and
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vibration frequencies, relative to M P2 at reduced computation expense. Petersson et al. 69
currently examines density fuctional methods of
31G with G2 study, and his CBS calculation methods and report that they haye been the
most successful for a wide range of molecules''. Wong and Radom 23,53 indicated the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) geometry corresponds closely to QCISD(T)/6-31G(d,p) and they
prefer ZPVE (Zero point vibrational Energy) of B3LYP/6-3 lG(d,p) to that of
Comparison of calculation results from
against data from higher calculation levels in use of working reaction for ΔHfº 298, will
proyide some calibration of the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) values with similar working
reactions, for larger molecules, where this may be one of the few available calculation
methods.
B3LYP/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) is chosen to evaluate if this large basic set results in an

improvement to the above commonly used density functional calculation method.
is a configuration interaction method; but with a small,
economical basis set. 23,53 CBS-Q calculation is a high level composite method with
empirical correction; it is reported to be nearly equivalent to
The CBS-Q method'` attempts to approximate the energy of a
species at the infinite basis set limit by an extrapolation of the energies of pair natural
orbital at the MP2 leyel. The effects of going from MP2 to QClSD(T) are accounted for
with an additivity scheme. The geometry is obtained at the MP2 /6-3 I G level of theory,
while the ZPE. used is the scaled (by 0.9135) ICJ value. For the open-shell

systems, there is also a correction for spin contamination in the unrestricted Hartree-
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Fock waye function. The CBS-Q method has been shown to yield reliable ΔHfº298values
for small molecules: 53 70
The CBS-Q// B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) method used here, differs from CBS-Q in that it
employs an improved geometry and ZPVE. The CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) employs
geometry optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and a ZPVE calculation from B3LYP/631G(d,p)harmonicybtlfequscad(by0.986) 3'.Thisverymlato
the Radom research group's CBS/RAD 23 method ,. it has B3LYP/6-31g(d,p) geometry,
which they indicate is yery close to QCISD(T) values and a QCISD(T) calculation in
place of CCSD(T). These calculations are referred to as CBSQ//B3** in the present
study.

3.2.2 Thermodynamic Properties Using

Enthalpy, ΔHfº298, entropy, S

º2

98

oh initio Calculations

and heat capacities C p (T), (300

T/K

1500) are

determined for three chloro-dimethyl ethers,
using density functional B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) and ab

Molecular structures and yibration frequencies are determined at the
B3LYP/6-3 G(d,p) density functional calculation level, with single point calculations for

calculation. Vibration frequencies are scaled' by 0.9806 for zero point energies (ZPVE).
Enthalpies of formation are determined at each calculation level using the enthalpy of
reaction (ΔHfº298) with known enthalpies of other reactants in each of the 7 different
reaction serles.'

-.4 Barriers for intramolecular rotation about the two carbon-oxygen
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bonds of chloro-dimethyl ethers are analyzed yersus torsion angle using B3LYP/63 1 G(d,p).

3.2.3 Calculation of Hindered Rotation Contribution to Thermodynamic
Parameters

A technique for the calculation of thermodynamic functions from hindered rotations with
arbitrary potentials has been preyiously developed.36-37 This technique employs expansion
of the hindrance potential in the Fourier series, calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix in
the basis of the wave functions of free internal rotation, and subsequent calculation of
energy leyels by direct digonalization of Hamiltonian matrix. in this work the torsion
potential calculated at discrete torsion angle is represented by equation 3.1
V(ø) = a u + a 1 cos(ø) + a) cos(2ø) +u cos(3ø) + b i sin( o)

h 2. sin(2ø)

; sin(3ø) (3. l)

where yalue of the coefficients a, were calculated to proyide the true minimum and
maximum of the torsion potentials with allowance of a shift of the theoretical extreme
angular positions
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Table 3.1 Vibrational Frequencies . ' (cm - ' ) a , and moments of inertia (amu•Bohr²)b

'Nonscaled frequencies ;Ire calculated
amu-Bohr²

Ow

Yll/h--; l(I).l') level of theory. The moment nl weft! writs me

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Vibrational frequencies and geometry
Harmonic yibrational frequencies are calculated for three chloro-dimethyl ethers at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) leyel of - theory on the basis of optimized geometry at the same level
of theory. The vibrational frequencies and the moment of inertia (amu.Bohr²) for the
multiple chlo-dimethyl ethers are given in Table 3.1.
The fully optimized geometry at the B3LYP /6-31G(d, p) density functional calculation
level for the methyl and three chlorinated dimethyl ethers are presented in Table 3.2. The
numerical values of the structural parameters including carbon-hydrogen, carbonchlorine, carbon-oxygen, oxygen-hydrogen bond distance along with applicable bond
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Table
Geometry3.2. Optimized geometry of chlorinated ethers.'

is optimized at H11.1 . l',(i-.1 I g((l.p) density Junctional calculation level. " Bond length or the distance between two atoms of
number in

Bond angle

or the angle among

,

Ihree ■110111S tl number

in degree

The dihedral angle among the four number adorns
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angles are also listed in Table 3.2. Effects of chlorine a-substitution on molecular
geometry can be seen from Table 3.2. The C-H, C-Cl and 0-C bond lengths in the
equilibrium conformations of three title molecules,
optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) are similar, while the O-C bond lengths,
R(2,1) decrease in order:
in CCI 3 OCH 3 . The Cl-C bond lengths, R(4,1) in the chloro-dimethyl ethers also decrease
with increase in number of chlorines ,- It is 1.8626, 1.8347, and
CHCl2OCH3, and CCI3OCH3 In contrast, the C-0 bond length, (R3,2) increases slightly
in this series at 1.4262, 1.4362, and
CCI 3 OCH 3 , because the more chlorinated, the more electron withdrawing. The optimized
geometry is the staggered form -, the eclipsed geometry has a higher energy, Geometry
will be further discussed when we present the intramolecular rotational energies versus
torsion angle

.

3.3.2 Enthalpies of Formation (ΔHfº298)

Enthalpies of formation (ΔHfº298 ) are estimated using total energies in Table 3.3, and
calculated ΔHrxn(298) for the seven reaction series in Table 3.4. The calculated

ΔHrxn(298)

and known ΔH ¹ ' 2 98 of reference species are utilized to estimate ΔH fº 29 8 of the target
chlorinated dimethyl ethers in each of the reaction schemes. ΔH f°298 for the reference
species comes from literature thermodynamic properties, reported in Table 3.5.
Enthalpies of reaction (ΔHrx n(298 ) ) are estimated using total energies obtained by the
density functional and oh initio calculations. Zero-point energies (ZPVE's) and thermal
correction to 298 K are taken into account. The total energies at 0 K, scaled ZPVE's,
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TABLE 3.3. Total Energies at Different Levels of Theory, Composite CBS-Q, Zero

Point Vibrational Energy and Thermal Correction (in Hartree)

"'Total energies are in Hartree at OK; "Ii3LYl)/6-31(l(d,p), h li.11,Y1)/6-3 1+G(3d1,2p)," ()CISD(T)/6-316(d,p).
d (.713S-Q enthalpies are in I Hartree. which include thermal correction and zero-point energy at 298.15 K. /.PI, is
m I Hartree and scaled by 0.9500. ¹ Thermal corrections are in I Hartree.

thermal corrections to 298 K from the B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d, p), and the total energies at 298
calculation
levels are listed in Table 3.33.

and the listed known enthalpies of(
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The enthalpies of reaction are obtained by the reaction schemes tabulated in Tables 3.4.
The ΔHfº298 on the standard compounds in the reaction sets are from literature and are
listed in Table 3.5 ,. these are used to determine ΔHfº 298 values in Table 3.6,
The a :curacy of the enthalpies of formation obtained theoretically is controlled
by several fact •rs, The leyel of sophistication (method + basis set) applied to calculate
the electronic energy, the reliability of the enthalpies of formation of the reference
compounds, the uncertainty in the thermal corrections, and the extent to which
cancellation of errors occurs in the working chemical reaction used in the evaluation.

3.3.3 Test of Calculation Method: Enthalpy of HOCI

In earlier chapter, we compared the reaction schemes for the enthalpy of formation at
2')8 K on meth ;') hypochlorite and observed that working reaction with the reactant of
hydrogen and pr oduct of hydrochloric acid did not result in accurate ΔHf° 298 of target
molecule in CES .-.()//B3** method. A similar trend is observed in the calculation analysis
of HOCI as shown in Table 3.7. The recommended Δ Hfº298 for HOCI is -17.8 kcal/mol20)
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TABLE 3.4. Reaction Enthalpies (in kcal/mol) at 298.15 Ka

'' Reaction cnthalpies include thermal correction and zero-point energy correction at 29C. "See Table 3.3 foot
note for th e explanation of theory levels. Reactions l, 2
7 isodesmic.

and the calculated enthalpy of formation for hypochlorous acid is -19.2, -17. 6, -17.6,
-17.6, -17.5, -17.9 kcal/mol in CBS-Q/B3** level by the reaction schemes I to 6 in
by reaction scheme five
using the reactant of hydrogen and the product of hydrochloric acid also shows low and
inconsistent values. We exclude reaction scheme (5), (3.7) in calculation of 0H1 0 298 for
method shows energies through the
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reaction sets that are more consistent and thus it is deemed more accurate. B3LYP/6calculate slightly
lower values for HOCl than CBS-Q//B3** values. This same phenomenon is shown in
the study of ΔHf°298 of chloro-dimethyl ethers.

TABLE 3.5: Enthalpy Data Used in Reactions to Determine Δ Hf°298 of Target

"Units in keal/mol
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TABLE 3.6. Comparison of Enthalpies of Formation' (in kcal/mol)

Enthalpies oI formation are calculated by seven W14:1'2111 reactions in Table 3.3. See Table 3.² footnote for the explanation of theory
levels. See the reactions in Table 3.3. Reaction I. 2. and 7 are isodesmic. 41 Average values do not include hold italic data.
average of values in CBS-Q level by isodesmic reaction I. ². 7 sets with statistical analysis a conformers; the uncertainty.is the
addition of CBS-Q,s standard deviation and maximum error standard deviation ul isodesmic reaction I. ². 7 sets. B3LYP/6I(3d112p). QCIS )(I). (-3 I (1(4) and ' CI IS-Q,1113** method. - I Average of overall theory's enthalpies
3 1(1(4), R 1131.1'1' (m-3 I I
of lomat ion; Average values do not include hold italic data.' The maximum error from uncertainty in values oink: 3 standard
molecules of reaction scheme: values from Table 3.S.
4
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TABLE 3.7. Enthalpies of formation' (in kcal/mol) at 298.15 K for HOCI

3.3.4 Analysis of Data Trends by Isodesmic versus Non isodesmic Reaction

Reaction schemes (1, 2, 7) are isodesmic reactions, which conserve bond type on both
sides of the reaction and in principle should show more consistent enthalpy values over
the calculation methods, resulting from a more optimum cancellation of error(s).
Reaction 7 also includes group balance', but it may have errors due to the uncertainity in
ΔHºf(298 ) of the di and tri chloromethanols. The isodesmic reactions ( 1, 2, 7) show good,
uniform results for 1 chloro-methyl ether and 1,1 dichloro-methyl ether; while the non
isodesmic reactions show significantly higher error. The average error yalues over the 3
isodesmic reactions are ± 0.8, 1.1 and l.3 kcal/mol for CH 2 ClOCH 3 , CHCl2OCH3

, and

CCl3OCH3 , respectively. For 1,l,1 trichloro-methyl ether, only Rxn 2 shows good
consistency through all calculation levels where the ayerage yalue oyer the 4 calculation
leyels is 2.5 kcal/mole above the CBS-Q results averaged over all reactions. lsodesmic
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reactions I and 7 also show good consistency among the non — composite calculations
methods. Non isodesmic reactions 3 and 4, which use H2O and HOCl are completely
unacceptable for the non composite calculation methods for the di and tri chloro ethers.

3.3.5 Recommended values

are -55.4 kcal/mol, -61.8
kcal/mol, -62.8 kcal/mol, respectiyely before statistical analysis of conformers. These
enthalpies are the average yalue of ΔHfº298 by the 3 isodesmic reactions at the CBSQ/B3** calculation level for all three chloro dimethyl ethers. The two conformers of
CH 2 ClOCH 3 , and CHCl2OCH3

are illustrated in Figures 3. land 3.3 show differences in

enthalpies of 5 I and 2.6 kcal/mole respectiyely. In our analysis of energy by torsion
angle, the most stable conformer in Table 3.0 is the optimized geometry when CI (4) and
H (8 ) or Cl(5) and H(7) is almost parallel because of the lone electron pair of oxygen;
the dihedral angle, D(3,2,1,6) among C O C H or C O C CI and D(7,3,2,1) among H-

-

-

-

-

-

C-O-C is close to 180 degree.

The Hfº298 considering statistical distribution of rotational conformers of CH 2 ClOCH 3 ,
are 55.4+l kcal/mol, -61.8 ± 2 kcal/mol, 62.8 ± 3.0
-

-

kcal/mol, respectively, The uncertainty in Table 3.6 is the standard deviation of the
reaction sets plus the average of maximum error from standard compounds in the
reaction schemes.
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3.3.6 Comparison to Semiempirical (MOPAC) data
The AM 156,57 and PM3 58 methods in the MOPAC 6.0 package 55 are used to perform the
semiempirical MO calculations. The enthalpy of formation of three title molecules are
calculated with AM1 and PM3 parameters and compared to those obtained from the
density functional and ab initio studies. Direct results from the MOPAC calculations, as
well as results from reaction analysis with MOPAC data are presented. The results, listed

TABLE 3.8. Comparison of Enthalpies of Formation calculated by semiemprical
methods
Enthalpy (in kcal/mol)

01 formation at 295K calculated by reaction scheme. h Enthalpy 01 formatio n at 298K calculated by
MOPAC program directly Average values in CBS-Q calculations by all reaction schemes except reaction 5 with
statistical analysis OI conformers

in Table 3.8, indicate that the PM3 method, without use of working reactions appears to
be a preferred alternatiye for the calculation of enthalpies of formation for chlorodimethyl ethers among these two semiempirical methods. Use of MOPAC results
obtained from isodesmic or other working reactions is less satisfactory.
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Table 3.9. Total Energy' (Hartrees) of Molecules by Torsion angle."

3.3.7 Rotational Barriers
Potential barriers for the two internal rotations of CH 2ClOCH3 CHCl2OCH3 and
CCl3OCH3 are calculated at the B3LYP/6-3 1G(d, p) level. Potential energy as function
of dihedral angle is determined by varying the torsion angle at 15° intervals and allowing
the remaining molecular structural parameters to be optimized. The geometry and
harmonic yibrational frequencies are calculated for all rotational conformers at

Figure 3.1. Potential energy for internal rotation about CH2Cl-OCH 3 bond by torsional

angle

.

Figure 3.2. Potential energy for internal rotation about CH2ClO-CH3 bond by torsional

angle.
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Figure 3.3 Potential energy for internal rotation about CHCl2-OCH3 bond by torsional

angle.

Figure 3.4 Potential energy for internal rotation about CHCl2O-CH3 bond by torsional

angle
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Figure 3.5. Potential energy for internal rotation about CCI3-OCH3 bond by torsional
angle

Figure 3.6 Potential energy for ,internal rotation about CCl3O-CH3 bond by torsional
angle
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Table 3.10. ΔHf °298 for Rotational Conformers, Relative, Overall ΔHf °298 Values and

TABLE 3.11 Coefficients" (kcal/mol) of Truncated Fourier Series Representation
Expansion for Internal Rotation Potentials

B3LYP/6-310(d, p) leyel. The yalues of the coefficients of the Fourier expansion, ai and
b i (i=1,2,3) in equation 1 are listed in Table 3.11.
Figure 3.1 shows calculated rotational barriers of CH 2 Cl-OCH 3 versus torsion angle. The
double asterisks, * * signify a lone electron pair on oxygen. 1 chloro-dimethyl ether
(CH2CI-OCH3) has two conformers. The CH3-CI anti staggered is 5.09 kcal/mol higher
in energy than the more stable CH 3 -H anti staggered conformer because of the CI
interaction with the oxygen atom's non bonding electrons. The CH 3 -Cl eclipsed
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rotational barrier is 7.65 kcal/mol and the CH 3 -H eclipsed rotational barrier is 5.30
kcal/mol. The CH 3 -Cl eclipsed barrier is 2.35 kcal/mol higher in energy than the CH 3 -H
eclipsed barrier. The interaction of chlorine and a methyl group appears to exhibit more
repulsion or strain compared to that of a methyl interaction with hydrogen.
Calculated rotational barriers and conformer energies in l,1 dichloro-dimethyl
ether (CHCl 2 -OCH 3 ) are shown in figure 3.3. The CH 3 -H staggered conformer has 2.63
kcal/mol lower energy than the CH 3 -Cl staggered conformer due to the interaction
between an electron lone pair of oxygen and chlorine. The CH 3 -Cl eclipsed structure
represents a rotational barrier of 7.00 kcal/mol and the CH 3 -H eclipsed structure
represents a barrier of 4.30 kcal/mol. The CH 3-Cl eclipsed barrier shows higher energy
than CH 3 -H eclipsed because the interaction of methyl group and chlorine has more
repulsion and strain compared to that of methyl group and hydrogen.
The symmetric rotational barrier of 1,l,l trichloro-dimethyl ether (CCl3 -OCH3) is
illustrated in Figure 3.3. The CH 3 -Cl eclipsed structure shows a rotational barrier of 4.33
kcal/mol aboye the CH 3 -Cl staggered conformer.
The calculated symmetric rotational barriers for methyl (CH 3 ) rotations in the
chlorinated dimethyl ethers are shown in Figures 3.2, 3.4,3. 6. The calculations show
that the hydrogen and chloromethyl (H-CH3-xCIx) staggered structure has a rotational
barrier of l.82 kcal/mol in CH 2 ClO-CH 3 , L28 kcal/mol in CHCl 2O-CH3
1.34kcal/mol in CCl3O-CH3

, and
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TABLE 3.12: Ideal Gas Phase Thermodynamic Properties''

3.3.8 Entropy, S° 2

and Heat Capacity, C p(T) from 300 to 1500 K

S°298 and C p (T) calculations use the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) determined geometry and
frequencies with values summarized in Table 3.12. TVR represents the sum of the
contributions from translations, external rotations and vibrations for S",„ and C p (T). The
torsion frequency corresponding to the internal rotor is not included in TVR. Instead, a
more exact contribution from the hindered rotation is calculated and listed under IR. in
Table 112. I.R represents the contributions from internal rotation about C-0 bond for
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S ° 298 and

C p (T)'s. There are 2 rotors in the chloro-dimethyl ethers and we calculate their

contribution individually in Table 3.12.

3.3.9 Group Values and Group Additivity Estimation

The group values for thermodynamic properties of C/H3/O and O/C2 are from existing
literature. 20 , 59 In the present work, we improve the group yalue for C/Cl/H2/O,
C/Cl2/H/O, C/Cl3/O. Enthalpy of formation (ΔHf °298 ) and heat capacities, C p(T) of the
O/C/H group are calculated on the basis of the equation 3.9 for each of the
thermodynamic properties.

Values for C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O and C/Cl3/O are taken from recent work in this
laboratory on chlorinated methanols 38 and this study. The properties of the C/Cl/H2/O,
C/Cl2/H/O and C/Cl3/O groups for example, are derived from chloro-methanol
(CH 2 CIOH), 1,1-dichloro-methanol (CHCl 2 OH), and 1,1,1-trichloro-methanol
(CCI 3 0H), respectively and from chloro-dimethyl ether (CH 2 ClOCH 3 ),
3)2O1,a-ndichClortHmey (hlrCI3OH),

respectively. Group values for of C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, C/Cl3/O are -20.9, -27,3,
-28.l kcal/mol for enthalpy of formation at 298 K. The group additiyity determined
ΔHfº298 values for CH 2CIOCCH 3

of -54.7, CHCl2OCH 3 of -61.1, and CCI 3 OCH 3 of —

61.9 kcal/mol. These enthalpy yalues are slightly higher than our recommended
CBSQ//B3** values in Table 3.12. The reason is that the oxygenated chlorocarbon groups
are an average of yalues from alcohols and ethers. The recommended ΔHfº 298 values
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determined in this study for CH 2 CIOCCH 3 , CHCl2OCCH3

, and CCl3OCCH3

are -55.4 ±

1, -61.8 ± 2, and -62.8 ± 3 kcal/mol.
The entropy, S ° 298 of the C/Cl/H2/O is calculated on the basis of the equation
3.10.

R 1.987 cal/mol K, and icy is symmetry number, which is 3 for CH2CIOCH 3 . Entropy of
mixing = E{(n i )x In(n i )}; where ni is fraction of conformer i. Mixing entropy is
included in the (C/Cl2/H/O) group, as it is in hydrocarbon and other molecular groups.
For CHCl2OCl, the mixing term for entropy is: -1? {0.9884 x In(0.9884) + 0.1161 x
111(0.1161)) = 0.13 cal/mol K in Table 3.10. Thermodynamic properties of the
C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, and C/Cl3/O groups are calculated using two sets of
thermodynamic property data; where the two data from chloro-methanols and chlorodimethyl ethers are listed in Table 3.13-a. Table 3.13-b lists the average of group values
in Table 3.13-a Group values of C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, C/C13/O are 37.1, 42.4, 51.1
cal/mol•K for entropy at 298 K and 8.6, 12.7, 16.2 cal/mol•K for heat capacity at 300 K,
respectiyely in Table 3.13-b which are yalues we recommend. Table 3,14 lists groups for
use in oxychlorocarbon by our modified group additivity method.
There are no published data for entropy and heat capacity values of CH2CIOCH 3 ,
CHCl2OCH3 or CCl 3OCH3

. We calculate and compare data with the group additivity.

The group additiyity shows good agreement for the entropy and heat capacity for all
chloro-dimethyl ethers. The entropy at 298 K of CH2CIOCH3, CHCl2OCH3, and
CCl3OCH 3 is 74.5, 79.7, 85.0 cal/mol•K in this work and 74.0, 79.3, 84.5 cal/mol by the
group additiyity, respectiyely. The heat capacity of CH 2 CIOCH3, CHCl2OCH3,
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TABLE 3.13-a. Thermodynamic Properties of C/Cl x/H3-x/O from chloro-methanol and

TABLE 3.13-b: Averaged Thermodynamic Properties of Oxy-Chlorocarbon Groups

TABLE 3.14: Group for use in Group Additivity of Chloro-ethers
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and CCl3OCH3 is 18.0, 22.5, 25.7 cal/mol•K at 300 K , and 25.I, 30.2, 32.1 cal/mol at
500 K from B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p) calculation. The comparison values from group
additivity are 18.2, 22.3, 25.8cal/mol•K at 300 K, 25.6, 30.5, 32.4cal/mol•K at 500 K.

3.4 Summary

Structure, torsion potentials and thermodynamic properties of three chlorinated dimethyl
ethers are calculated using density function and al) initio calculations. Enthalpies, ΔHfº298
are presented as average data using up to seven reaction schemes based on CBSQ//B3** theory and considering statistical distribution of rotational conformers. CBSQ//B3 * * calculation values of ΔHf º298 show consistency for all reaction schemes except
the reaction: CHCl 2 OCH 3 + 2H 2 ---> 2HCl + CH 3 OCH 3 . Enthalpy of formation at 298 K,
ΔHfº298,

entropies, S ° 298 and heat capacities, C p (T) from 300 K to 1500 K are reported

along with values of thermodynamic properties on C/Cl/H2/O, C/Cl2/H/O, C/CI3/O
groups needed for use in group additiyity.

CHAPTER 4

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES, VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES AND
GEOMETRY OF CHLOROMEHOXY AND
FORMALDEHYDE — CHLORINE, COMPLEX RADICALS

4.1 Overview
The initial product of chlorocarbon reaction in atmospheric chemistry and in
combustion is a chlorocarbon (CIC) radical. One of the important reaction of these CIC
radicals is reaction with 0 2 then the NO in atmosphere to form CICO• radical or
reaction in high temperature combustion with O 2 to RCIO• + O. (chain branching).
Enthalpy, ΔHfº298, entropy, S ° 29 and heat capacities, C p(T) from 300 to 1500K of

chloro methoxy radicals (CH 2 ClO•, CHCl2O•, CCl 3 O•) and that of formaldehyde — CI
atom complex radicals (CH 2 O--Cl, C*HClO--Cl, CCl2O--Cl) are determined using
density functional B3LYP/6-31g(d,p) optimized geometries and its single point
calculations for energy at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p), and ab initio calculations of
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 G(d,p) and CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) leyels of calculation (defined as
CBSQ//B3**). Enthalpies of formation are determined at each calculation leyel using
the ΔH°rxn(298) and known enthalpies of other reactants in each of 6 different working
reactions. The statistical distribution analysis of rotation is also considered ,. ΔHfº298

the CBS-Q//B3** Contributions to entropy and heat capacity from internal rotation
about Cl-O bond of formaldehyde and chlorine atom complex radicals are also
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determined. Rotational barrier of formaldehyde and chlorine atom complex radicals are
analyzed by versus torsion angle using density functional B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p) method.
Initial products from pyrolysis, oxidation, or photochemical reactions of saturated
and unsaturated chlorinated hydrocarbons are the corresponding radicals. Important
reactions of these alkyl radicals in combustion and in atmospheric photochemistry are
combination reactions with molecular oxygen, chlorine or hydrogen to form energized
adducts (from the chemical actiyation process of the new bond formation) which can
undergo further reaction or be stabilized. These reactions are complex, difficult to
study experimentally and present a source of controversy with regard to both pathway
and reaction rates. The reaction system, (CIO + CH 3 --> CH 3 OCI* Products) is
important to understanding the depletion effect that chlorine chemistry has on the
stratospheric ozone after the nocternal winters in the ann-artic and artic. The
thermodynamic propreties of methoxy (CH 3O•), chloro-methoxy.radical (CH 2 ClO•,
CHCl 2 O•, CCI3O•) or formaldehyde - chlorine atom complex radicals (CH 2O--Cl),
chloro-formaldehyde - chlorine atom complex radicals (CHClO--Cl, C•Cl2O--Cl) are
needed for the understanding this ozone depletion reaction chemistry.
The source of chlorine to the stratosphere includes the man-made
chlorofluorocarbons as well as naturally occurring species; the most abundant natural
species is methyl chloride.3'' The atmospheric oxidation of methyl chloride leads to the
formation of the chloro-methoxy radical, CH CIO• radical in atmosphere.
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One important requirement for modeling and simulation of these systems is
accurate thermodynamic property data for molecules, intermediate radicals and reaction
transition states. Theses data allow determination of equilibrium, and reyerse rate
constants from forward rate and equilibrium constants. Ab initio and density functional
calculations with a reasonable computational resource provide an opportunity to
accurately estimate thermodynamic properties of reactants, intermediate radicals, and
products, plus estimate properties for transition states which are often nearby impossible
to obtain through (experiment) obseryation. Thermodynamic property data on the
oxygenated chlorocarbon species are needed for evaluation of reaction paths, kinetic
processes, as well as stability of intermediate adducts and the oxy-chlorocarbon species
formed as products. 9.10 These properties are also needed in kinetic modeling and in
equilibrium calculations. There is yery little or no thermodynamic data of these
oxygenated chlorocarbon radicals in the literature.
In this study, we calculate ΔH fº298 using the composite CBS-Q//B3** ab
method. Entropy and heat capacity from 300 to 1500 K are determined using the density
functional method, B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) for chloro methoxy radicals (CH2ClO*,
CHCl2O•, CCl3O.) and that of intermediate radical adducts (CH 2 O--.Cl, CHCl0•--CI
and CCl2O--.('l). These are weakly hound formaldehyde – chlorine atom complexes
they are not hypochlorite methyl radicals because the newly formed P1 bond in the
formaldehyde is some 20 to 30 kcal/mole stronger than the C•12O—Cl bond. Thus the
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loss of a hydrogen on CH 3 OCI (formation of C•H2OCl*) results in rapid cleavage of the
weak O—Cl bond and formation of the PI (double) bond of CH2=O.
We also analyze the rotational barrier versus torsion angle in 15 degree
increments using the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), density functional method for the
formaldehyde (CH2=O--- Cl) weakly bound (ca 7 kcal/mole) complexes (CH 2 O•--CI,
C•HClO--•Cl and CCl 2 O--•Cl).

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Selection of Calculation Methods and Basic Sets

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) is chosen because it is computationally economical and thus
possibly applicable to larger molecules, if it is accurate. It is also commonly used and is
reported to yield accurate geometry and reasonable energies. 2I ' 22 Comparison of
calculation results from this level against data from higher calculation levels for
AI-1 1 9 29X,

will proyide some calibration of the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) values (with similar

working reactions) for larger molecules, where this may be one of the few calculation
methods ayailable. B3LYP/6-3 I l+G(3df,2p) is chosen to see if this larger basic set
results in an improvement to the above commonly used density functional calculation
method 22 QCISD(T)/6-31G(d,p) is a configuration interaction method:, but with a
small, economical base set

23 ' 24

CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p) calculation is a high leyel

composite method with empirical corrections ,. it is reported to be comparable with
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 I -I-G(3df,2p) 293(1 This CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p) method is similar to
the Radom research group's CBS/RAD 23 method ,. it has B3LYP/6-3lg(d,p) geometry,
which they indicate is yery close to QCISD(T) values and a QCISD(T) calculation in
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place of CCSD(T). These calculations are referred to as CBSQ//B3** in the present
study for brevity.

4.2.2 Ab Initio, Density Functional and Composite Calculations

Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations for chloro methoxy radicals
(CH2ClO•, CHCl2O•, CCl3O•) and that of formaldehyde (CH 2 =O --- CI) atom complex
radicals (CH2O--Cl, CHClO--Cl, CCl2O--CI) are performed using B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,P)
density functional theory and the enthalpy of formation for radicals are analyzed using 6
isodesmic and non isodesmic reactions with B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) geometries and single
point calculations for energy at the
and CBS-Q levels of calculation. Zero-point yibrational energies (ZPVE), vibrational
frequencies and thermal contributions to enthalpy and entropy from harmonic
frequencies are scaled with factor, 0.9806 as recommended by Scott et al.

3t

Entropies

and heat capacities are calculated from scaled yibrational degrees of freedom. The
numbers of optical isomers, conformers, and spin degeneracy of unpaired electrons are
also incorporated in entropy yalue. The molecular orbital calculations are performed
using the Gaussian94

.

4.2.3 Calculation of Hindered Rotation Contribution to Thermodynamic
Parameters

A technique for the calculation of thermodynamic functions from hindered rotations
with arbitrary potentials has been preyiously deyeloped.

25 29

This technique employs

expansion of the hindrance potential in the Fourier series, calculation of the
Hamiltonian matrix in the basis of the waye functions of free internal rotation, and
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subsequent calculation of energy leyels by direct diagonalization of Hamiltonian matrix.
In this work the torsion potential calculated at discrete torsion angle is represented by
equation 4.7.

where value o the coefficients, a i , were calculated to provide the true minimum and
maximum of the torsion potentials with allowance of a shift of the theoretical extreme
angular positions

TABLE 4.1-a. Vibrational Frequencies"' (cm ' ) for Methoxy Radical
.

TABLE 4.1 b. Rotation Constants (amu-Bohr²) for Methoxy Radical
-
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TABLE 4.1 c. Vibrational Frequencies" (cm ), for Chloro-methoxy and
-

-}

TABLE 4.1-d. Moment of Inertia (amu•Bohr) for Chloro-methoxy and
Formaldehyde (CH2=O)--CI complex Radicals
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TABLE 4.2-a.

Optimized Geometry of Chloro-methoxy radicals

TABLE 4.2 - b. 'he Optimized Geometry of Formaldehyde-CI atom complex radicals
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Vibrational frequencies and geometry
Harmonic vibrational frequencies are calculated for the methoxy, chlorinated methoxy,
formaldehyde-Cl atom complex, chlorinated formaldehyde-Cl atom complex radicals at
the B3LYP/6-3 I G(d, p) leyel of theory on the basis of optimized geometry at the same
level of theory in Table 4.1. The vibrational frequencies and rotational constants for the
methoxy radicals are giyen in Table 4.1-a. They are in good agreement with other
reported calculations

18.71

and experimental reports. 72,73,74 The CO stretching frequency

mode of CH3O• shows 737 cm"' in this work, 728 cm -¹ in HF/6-3lG* 18-71 of 662 cm -¹ in
the laser-excited fluoresence spectra of Powers et al. 72 , 657 cm -¹ in the laser-excited
fluoresence spectra of Chiang et al. 73 and 630 cm -¹ in the photoelectron spectra of
Ramond et al. 74 In this work, The CH2 scissoring frequency mode of CH 3 O• shows
1382 cm -¹ in this work, 1423 cm -¹ in HF/6-31G*,18,71 1403 cm -¹ in the laser-excited
fluoresence spectra of Powers et al., 1410 cm -¹ in the laser-excited fluoresence spectra
of Chiang et al

73

and 1465 cm -¹ in the photoelectron spectra of Ramond et al. 74 The

CH3 stretching frequency mode of CH3O• shows 2978 cm -¹ in this work, 2901 cm -¹ in
HF/6-31 G*, 18,
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2948 cm -¹ in the laser-excited fluoresence spectra of Powers 72 et al.,

3077 cm -¹ in the laser-excited fluoresence spectra of Chiang 73 et al. and 2895 cm -¹ in the
photoelectron spectra of Ramond et al. 74 The vibrational frequencies and rotational
constants for multiple chloro-methyl hypochlorites are given in Table 4.l.
The optimized B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) geometries for radicals are illustrated in
Table 4.2. Methoxy and chloro methoxy radicals are tetrahedral structures. HF/6-3 I G*
study by Melius1 8,

71

et al. shows similar structure with this study in Table 3.2 The
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geometry parameters of Melius were obtained by conversion of his cartesian
coordinates; angles A(2,l,3), A(2,1,4) between O-C-H are 1I6.5, 108.5 degree in HF/6-

31G* and I13.7, 1I0.9 degree in B3LYP/6-31 G+(d,p), respectively; angles A(3,1,4),
A(4,I,5) between H-C-H are same as 101.6 degree in HF/6-31 G* but are different with
106.2, I01.6 degree in B3LYP/6-31G+(d,p), respectively. We think the lone electron
pair of oxygen effects the difference with geometry of angle, A(3,l,4) and A(4,l,5). The
C-0 bond is l.311

A in in HF/6-31G*and l.368 A in this study. Numerical values of

the structural parameters including carbon-hydrogen, carbon-chlorine, carbon-oxygen,
oxygen-hydrogen bond distances along with bond angles are also listed in Table 4.2.
The C-O bond length R(2, I) decreases in this series at 1.369, l.315, 1.302

A

in

methoxy radicals, CH3O6, CH 2 ClO•, CHCl2O• and CCI3O• suggesting an increase of
C-O bond strength's. It is determined that the radical complex (CH2O--Cl) is a weakly
bond (5kcal/mol) in formaldehyde (CH2O) and Cl atom complex radical in Table 4.2.b.
The C-H and O-CI bond lengths in the equilibrium conformations of three radicals,
CH2O--Cl, CHClO--Cl, and CCl2O--Cl optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) are
similar, while the C-O bond lengths R(2, I) also decrease l.213, l.195, 1.189

A in Table

4.2-b. The Cl-O bond length (R5) increases in this series at 2.479, 2.612, 2.693 A in
CH2O--Cl, CHCIO--CI, and CCl 2 O--Cl in Table 4.2-b. The calculation indicate that the
formation of the C=O double bond in CH2O•Cl, CHClO••Cl, and CCl2O•-Cl results in
gaining more energy in the Pi bond of the carbonyl more than cleayage of the CI-O
bond (48.49 kcal/mol).
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TABLE 4.3. Tctal Energies vs Different Level of Theory and Composite CBS-Q
Zero Point Vibrational Energies and Thermal Corrections (in Hartree)

Where the gain in energy from forming the R 2 C=O from R 2C-O. is about 80 kcal/mol.
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TABLE 4.4. Reaction Enthalpics (in kcal/mol) at 298 K"
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TABLE 4.4. Reaction Enthalpies (in kcal/mol) at 298 Ka (cont'd)

TABLE 4.5. Enthalpy Data Used in Reactions to Determine ΔHfº298 of Target Radicals
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TABLE 4.6. Enthalpies of Formation" for Standard Radicals at 298 K (kcal/mol)"

TABLE 4.7. Comparison of Enthalpies of Formation' for Standard Radicals
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TABLE 4.8. Comparison of Enthalpies of Formation' for Target Radicals
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4.3.2 Enthalpies of Formation (ΔHfº298)
Enthalpies of formation (ΔHf

° 298) for the target radicals are estimated using total

energies obtained by the
31G(d,p) and CBSQ//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculation methods and up to six reaction
schemes in Table 4.4. Total energies are corrected by zero-point vibration energies
(ZPVE) which are scaled by 0.9806 as recommended by Scott et al. 3 ' Thermal
correction, 0 K to 298.15 K, is calculated to estimate ΔHf ° 298 at 298.15 K. 25
Density functional and ab initio calculations with ZPVE and thermal correction
are performed for all radicals in each reaction, and enthalpy of reaction ΔHrxn °298 is
calculated. Enthalpy of formation for the target radical in the reaction is determined
from value of the 3 known values and ΔHrxn calculation since enthalpies of formation of
three compounds have been experimentally determined or theoretically calculated. The
unknown enthalpies of formation for
are estimated in this calculations.
As example, ΔHf° 298 (CH 2 CIO.) is calculated from reaction scheme 1 in Table
4.4.

and the listed known enthalpies of CH 3O., CH2CIOH and .CH3OH. The enthalpies of
reaction are obtained by the reaction schemes tabulated in Tables 4.4. The AHfº2 9 8 on
the standard compounds in reaction sets are from literature in Table 4.5 and are used to
determine OH,` 298 yalues in Table 4.6.
The enthalpy of formation for radicals at the CBS-Q calculation level in all
reaction schemes is consistent in Table 3.6. The ΔHf°2 98 for CH3O. is -4.8 kcal/mol,
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using the CBS-Q//B3** method through all reaction schemes in Table 3.6, Tsang et al. 15
report enthalpy of formation for -4.l ± 1 kcal/mol.at 298 K. Melius et al.

16

report

ΔHf°298 of CH3O at -3.9 kcal/mol from BAC/MP4 analysis. The ΔHf° 298 for CH 2 CI,

C2HSO, and C•H2OH are 26.8, -3.2, -3.8 kcal/mol, respectively, using the CBS-Q//B3**
method and all reaction schemes in Table 3.6. Melius calculated enthalpy of formation
27.1 kcal/mol for CH 2 Cl. Yamada reported ΔHfº298 for C2HSO of -3.3 kcal/mol. Traeher
evaluated Hfº298 for C•H2OH to be -3.5 kcal/mol.
The accuracy of the enthalpies of formation obtained by our theoretical
calculation methods is controlled by seyeral factors ,. the leyel of sophistication (method
+ basis set) applied to calculate the electronic energy, the reliability of the enthalpies of
formation of the reference compounds, the uncertainty in the thermal corrections, and
the extent to which error cancellation occurs in the working chemical reaction used in
the evaluation. The results for the B3LYP/6-3 I G(d, p), B3LYP/6-3 I 1+G(3df, 2p), and
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 G(d, p) calculation analysis show relatively uniform ΔHfº298 values and
CBS-Q//B3** shows consistency through the all reaction schemes.
The method of isodesmic reactions relies on the similarity of bonding
environment in the reactants and products that leads to cancellation of systematic errors
in the density functional and ab initio molecular orbital calculations. In the radical
systems, we t -y to calculate ΔHfº298 for our target molecule using bond cleavage
reaction with a known molecules and radicals with the same bond cleayage. We are not
always able to do this. For C•H2O H , there is resonance stabilization between the
radical p orbital (on the carbon) and the p orbitals of the oxygen. This resonance does
not exist in CH 3 O., CH 2 ClO•, CHCl2O• and CCl 3 O• because the C atom is fully
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saturated and has no empty or partially empty p orbitals ayailable for resonance. The
enthalpy of formation for chloro-methoxy radicals and other radicals show good
consistency in all 6 reaction schemes in Table 4.8. The ΔHf° 298 of CH2ClO•, CHCl2O•,
and CCl3O. are -4.5 ± 0.3 kcal/mol, -5.6 ± 0.3 kcal/mol, and -7.5 ± 0.3 kcal/mol,
respectively.

does not include statistical analysis of conformers; There are two conformers, which
show different enthalpies in CHClO--Cl as shown in Figures 4.2. We calculate the
correction to enthalpy of formation using statistical analysis of the conformer values
listed in Table 4. 1 1 . The ΔHfº298 of CHCIO--CI, is -17.4 kcal/mol in Table 4.10.

Figure 4.1. Potential energy for internal rotation about C-O bond of CH2O--CI yersus
torsion angle (0=Optimized Geometry)
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Table 4.9. Total Energya (Hartrees) of Molecules by Torsion angle

Table 4.10.: ΔHfº298 for Rotational Conformers. Relative fraction. and Overall ΔHfº298 Values
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Figure 4.2. Potential energy for internal rotation about C-O bond of CHClO—C! yersus
torsion angle (0=Optimized Geometry)

Figure 4.3. Potential energy for internal rotation about C-O bond of CCl2O-Cl versus
torsion angle (0-- Optimized Geometry)
--
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TABLE 4.11: Coefficientsa(kcal/mol) of Truncated Fourier Series Representation

TABLE 4.12. Ideal Gas Phase Thermodynamic Properties'
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4.3.3 Rotational Barriers
Potential barriers for internal rotations of CH 2 O--Cl, CHClO--CI, and CCl2O--Cl are
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) level. Potential energy as function of torsion
angle, by varying the torsion angle at 15° intervals and allowing the remaining
molecular structural parameters to be optimized. The geometry and harmonic
vibrational frequencies are calculated for all rotational conformers at the B3LYP/631G(d, p) level. The barriers for internal rotations are calculated from the differences
between the total energy of each conformer as a function of torsion angle. Potential
energy ys. torsion angle diagrams for internal rotations about C-O bond of the
formaldehyde and CI atom complex radicals are shown in Figures 4.l, 4.2, and 4.3. The
values of the coefficients of the Fourier expansion, a; and bi in equation 1 are listed in
Table 4.11.
The calculated symmetric rotational barrier for CH 2 O--Cl is shown in Figure
4.l. The calculation shows a rotational barrier of 0.01 kcal/mol and that the barrier is
uniform for the two hydrogens. Figure 4.2 shows calculated rotational barriers for
CHClO-Cl. The H-Cl eclipsed planar is 2.08 kcal/mol higher in energy than the Cl-CI
planar conformer. The non planar rotational barrier is 3.34 kcal/mol. Calculated
rotational barriers and conformer enefgies in CCl2O--CI are shown in figure 4.3, The
non planar rotational barrier is 0.002 kcal/mol.

4.3.4 Entropy, S ° 298 and Heat Capacity, C p (T) from 300 to 1500 K
S ° 29

and C p (T) calculations use the B3LYP/6-3lg(d, p) determined geometry and

frequencies with yalues summarized in Table 3.13. TVR represents the sum of the

•
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contributions from translations, external rotations and vibrations for S ° 298 and C p (T).

The torsion frequency corresponding to the internal rotor is not included in TVR.
Instead, a more exact contribution from the hindered rotation is calculated and listed

under 1.R. in Table 4.12. l.R. represents the contributions from internal rotation about
C-0 bond for S ° 29K and C p (T)'s for formaldehyde (CH 2O)~Cl complex or chloroformaldehyde (CHClO)~Cl, (CHCl2O)~Cl complex radicals. I? = l.987 cal/mol K, and
a is symmetry number, Entropy of mixing = -I? 1,{(ni )x ln(ni)} , where ni is fraction of
.

conformer i. Mixing entropy is included in CHClO--Cl, chloro-formaldehyde-Cl atom
complex radical as R10.944 x In(0.056) + 0.056 x ln(0.056); 0.43 There is no
-

published data on entropy and heat capacity values for CH2ClO•, CHCl20•, CCl3O•,
CH2O-Cl. CHClO--Cl, or CCl2O--Cl
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4.4 Summary

Thermochemical Properties of methoxy and formaldehyde-CI atom complex radicals
are calculated using density functional and al) initio calculations. Enthalpies, ΔHfº29 8 are
presented as average data from the selected reaction schemes (up to seyen) based on
the composite CBS-Q calculation leyel results considering statistical distribution of
rotational conformers. CBS-Q calculation yalues of ΔHfº298 show consistency for all
reaction schemes, which is not obseryed in the B3LYP/6-3lG(d, p), B3LYP/6-311+G
(3df, 2p), QCISD(T)/6-31G(d, p) calculations. Entropies, S°298 and heat capacities,
C p (T) from 300 K to 1500 K are reported. Torsion potentials are presented for
intramolecular rotations. The hypochlorite — methyl radicals (C•H2OCl, C•HCIOCl.
C•Cl2OCl) does not exist, instead, form formaldehyde and CI atom complex radicals

CHAPTER 5

KINETIC STUDY FOR THE REACTION OF
METHYL RADOCAL AND CHLORINE ONOXIDE

5.1 Overview
Thermochemical properties and thermochemistry of the reaction path are reported by
CBS-Q//B3LYP/6-31g(d,p) calculations and methods fully described in chapters 1 to 3.
Stable molecule and radical structures are optimized in B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) for the
geometries, v brational frequencies and rotational constants. The total energies are
calculated using B3LYP/6-3 I 1+G(3df,2p), QCISD(T)/6-31G(d,p) and CBS-Q methods
with single point calculation. The reaction system (CH 3 + CIO CH 3 OCl* <---> Products)
is important because monochlorine monoxide radical (CIO)" is a known chemical that
strongly effects ozone depletion in the Anartic and Artie polar regions after nocturnal
winters. There is a significant amount of literature data on methyl and methyl halide
radicals and chlorine oxide radical. However, chlorinated radicals are relatiyely unstable
and some of the kinetics have been not studied. Atomic chlorine reacts with ozone to
form the chlorine oxide radicalplus O 2 . The chlorine oxide radical (ClO) is not as active
as hydroxyl radical (OH), hydrogen atom (H), or oxygen atom (O) and is not rapidly
converted at low temperature,
Chlorine Oxide Catalytic Destruction of Ozone Cycle
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Because the H-OCI bond formed in CIO abstraction of H is only 94 kcal/mol.
HOCl (-18 kcal/mol)

H (52 kcal/mol) + CIO (24 kcal/mol) Hrxn = 95 kcal/mole (5.4)

This chlorine oxide radical (CIO) is known to be important in destruction of the ozone
layer. Because of its low reactiyity it also reacts to form alkyl hypochlorite with alkyl
radical. 3 , 4

there is no experimental data. In this study, kinetics
for the reactions of monochlorine monoxide radical (ClO) with methyl and chloro methyl
radicals are analyzed by using Quantum Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel (QRRK) theory for
k(E).and a modified strong collision approach for falloff. The reaction paths that have
transition state (TS) are studied using the canonical Transition State Theory (TST)

;

5.2. RRK Theory
Most modern theories of unimolecular reaction rates, including the Slater theory, the
RRK (Rice and Ramsperger and Kassel) theory and the RRKM (Marcus Rice) theory, are

based on the fundamental Lindemann mechanism inyolving collision energization of the
reactant molecules.
The Slater theory' ) is a dynamical theory concerned with the detailed treatment of
molecular vibrations and the behayior of particular molecular coordinates as a function of
time. A reaction is postulated to occur in Slater theory when a chosen coordinate achieyes
a critical extension by the phase-coincidence of certain modes of vibration. The rate
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constant of an energized molecule dissociation to product(s) (k„) is related to a "specific
dissociation probability" L; this is the probability that a frequency or vibration mode with
which a chosen coordinate in the molecule reaches a critical yalue, and can be calculated
for the case in which the yibrations of the molecule are assumed to be harmonic. The
specific dissociation probability (L) is a function of the energies in the individual
oscillators and not simply of the total energy E of the molecule.
In RRK theory the assumption is made that the rate of conversion of energized
molecules into products is related to the chance that the critical energy E n is concentrated
in one vibration mode part of the molecule, e.g. in one oscillator (Kassel theory) or in one
squared term (Rice-Ramsperger theory). This probability is clearly a function of the total
energy E of the energized molecule.
The Marcus Rice theory, is known as RRKM theory since its basic model is RRK
model. 92 The main deyelopments are the calculation of the rate constant of energization
by quantum-statistical mechanisms and the application of ideas related to the Absolute
Rate Theory for the calculation of the rate of conyersion of energized molecules into
products.

5.2.1 Lindemann Hinshelwood Mechanism for Unimolecular Reactions
-

The theory known as Lindemann theory, which forms the basis for all modern theories of
unimolecular reactions, has been developed from ideas published almost simultaneously
by Lindemann 82 and Christiansen". The concept is that: (a) By collision, a certain
fraction of the molecules become energized, i.e., the molecule gains energy in excess of a
critical quantity En. The rate of the energization process depends upon the rate of
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bimolecular collision. (b) This energized molecule terms A * . Energized molecules are deenergized by collision, which is a reyerse reaction. This de-energized rate is taken to be
energy-independent and is equated with the collision number Z2 by assuming that every
collision of A* leads to a de-energized start. (c) There is a time-lag between the
energization and unimolecular dissociation or isomerization of the energized molecules.
The Lindermann theory suggests the unimolecular dissociation also occurs with
a rate constant k 3 independent of the energy content of A * . The whole idea can be
expressed by the following equations.

where M can represent a product molecule, an added "inert" gas molecule, or a second
molecule of reactant. In the simple Lindemann theory k,, along with k2 and k 3 are taken
to be energy-independent and are calculated from the simple collision theory. By
application of the steady-state hypothesis to the concentration of A x , the unimolecular
rate constant and high pressure limit and low pressure limit rate and rate constants are
then given as follows.

The Lindemann theory predicts a change on the order of the initial rate of a
unimolecular reaction with respect to concentration at low pressure. The rate constant, ki
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in the original Lindemann theory is taken from the collision theory expression (k ¹ =
where Z1 will be in Torr-s¹
(consistent with [M] in Torr and k 1 in s -¹ ) when ad
reduced molar mass in g-mol-¹ = (1/M A +

collision diameter in cm; µ

T = temperature in K; N A = 6.0225 x

10 23 mor'; R 6.2326 x 10 4 cm³-Torr-K-¹-mol-¹ k = 1.3805 x 10 -¹6 erg-K-¹
Based on Lindemann's suggestion that k1 could be increased by assuming that the
required energy (energize molecules) could be drawn in part from the internal degrees of
freedom (mainly yibration) or the reactant molecule, Hinshelwood" increases k1 by using
a much higher chance of a molecule possessing total energy 1E 0 in s classical degrees of

and replace k 1 and A * as k iu,,,E..61,-) and A * ( E,E, i si,) in
mechanism aboye.

5.2.2 RRK Theory of Unimolecular Reactions

In order to make accurate quantitatiye predictions of the fall-off behavior of a
unimolecular reaction it is essential to take into account the energy dependence of the rate
constant k„ (1(1) for the conversion of energized molecules into activated complexes and
hence products One of accepted theories is the RRK theory, a statistical theory used in
this thesis because it is more computable and needed parameters are readily obtained.
The RRK theory was developed virtually simultaneously by Rice and
Ramsperger" and Kassel" - " with yery similar approaches. Both consider that for
reaction to occur a critical energy E0 must become concentrated in one part (one vibration
mode) of the molecule. They used the basic Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism of
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collision energization and de- energization, but assume more realistically that the rate
constant of conversion of an energized molecule to products is proportional to a specific
probability. A finite statistical probability that E o is found in the relevant part of the
energized molecule which contains E greater than Eo. E of the molecule under
consideration is assumed to be rapidly redistributed around the molecule. Obyiously this
probability will increase with E and make k a a function of its energy content.
The difference between these two models is twofold. Firstly, Rice and
Ramsperger used classical statistical mechanics throughout, while Kassel used classical
method but also developed a quantum treatment , the latter is yery much more realistic
-

and accurate. Secondly, different assumptions were made about the paft of the molecule
into which the critical energy E 0 has to be concentrated. Kassel's model seems slightly
more realistic by assuming the energy had to he concentrated into one oscillator. The
quantum version of the Kassel theory serves as a theoretical basis for kinetic calculations
performed in this thesis. The mechanism of RRK theory is written as:

The quantum yersion of version of Kassel's theory is based on the calculation of
the probability that a system of s quantum oscillators, while the classical yersion
considered s classical oscillators, with total energy E should have energy T E0 in one
chosen oscillator. In Kassel's version, it assumes that there are s identical quantum
oscillators, all having frequency v and hence energy hv. The critical energy E o is
expressed as the critical number of quanta, m = E o /hv, and the energy E of energized
molecule is expressed as a total of n quanta with n = E/hv. The probability that one
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oscillator contains at least m quanta, probability (energy

in quanta in one chosen

oscillator) is then equal to:
Probability (energy

m quanta in one chosen oscillator)

Hence,

where A is proportion constant here and actually the same as the classical determination.
A is the Arrehenius a factoe in his representation of
Now the k 1(E) in the Hinshelwood expression is deriyed it refers to energization
into a specific quantum state rather than into an energy range E to E+δE, as

5.2.3 Chemical Activation Reactions

Molecules undergo thermal unimolecular reactions as a result of energization by
molecular collision in normal thermal collisional (non chemical) actiyation reactions.
This molecular collision at a giyen temperature produces energized molecules with an
equilibrium distribution of energy which enables or produces the fraction of molecules
energized into a particular energy range or quantum state. Other energization methods,
other than by molecular collision, such as photoactiyation and chemical activation, may
produce a non- equilibrium situation in which molecules acquire energies far in excess of
the average thermal energy. This amount of excess of energy contained in energized
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adduct often makes chemical activation reactions much more important in a particular
system, and a much different treatment for the rate of conversion decomposition of
energized adduct to product (including back to reactant) which is very competing with
the rate of its collision stabilization.
A example of chemically activated reaction system is the association of CH, with
Cl0. The methyl radical, CHH 3 -reacts with ClO to form a chemically activated, energized
adduct [CH3OCI * ]. This process of forming this energized (chemically actiyated) adduct
is much more efficient than that by thermal molecular collision, and the adduct contains
the excess energy from the chemical reaction. The energized adduct [CH 3OCl*] could
react hack to reactant CH 3 .+ CIO, or could directly go to products H 4 CH2=O--CI via
fomaldehyde~CI atom complete radical and hydrogen. Both are simple dissociation or
simple bond cleayage. Other reactions include molecular HCl elimination forming
formaldehyde, CH 2 O + HCI or CI elimination (cleavage of the weak 0~Cl bond).
The basic idea of the treatment of a chemical actiyation system is that a yibration
excited molecule A * by an association of reactants can refofm feactants with a rate
constant k'a(E), form decomposition products with a rate constant l: (P,) or be dea

energized to stable molecules A by collisions with bath gas kstab(m).
On the strong collision assumption the first order rate constant for de-energization
is equal to the collision frequency, co = Zp where p is the total pressure and Z is collision
number
Suppose that the fraction of molecules which are energized per unit time into the
energy range between E and E+δE is f E)δE. To simplify, one can consider only one
(

decomposition path (back to reactant can be considered as one of decomposition path),
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then the fraction of A * decomposing (say path D) compared with those stabilized (say
The fraction of molecules in the energy range between E and
E+δE decomposing to products is therefore
number of molecules decomposing per unit time (D), at all energies above the critical
energy E 0 , is:

corresponding, the total rate of stabilization (S) is:

Considering an ayerage fate constant ka for all energies above E o , there haye:

So,

The f(E) is the distribution function of energized molecules in the energy range
between E and E+δE. In thermal energization systems, this distribution function is
simply the thermal quantum Boltzmann distribution K(/;) and the rate of energization into
the energy range between I', and E+δE is K(E)δE = δk1/k2. For the chemically activated
system described here, the distribution function can he deriyed by applying the principle
of detailed balance to the reyerse process to reactants. Consider a situation in which the
processes D and S can be ignored and equilibrium is established between A and
reactants, then the fraction of molecules with energy between E and E+δE is Boltzmann
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distribution K(E)δE, so the rate of dissociation to reactants is then K'a(E)K(E)δE, and by
the principle of detailed balancing this also gives the rate of combination of reactants to
give A * in this energy range. The total rate of energization to all levels above the
minimum energy Emin (the minimum energy of A * ) is:

Therefore, the distribution function is given by:

The f(E)δE can be incorporated into QRRK theory for ka(E) and k 1 (E) serves as a basis
for the calculations for chemical activation reaction systems.

5.2.4 QRRK Analysis for Unimolecular and Chemical Activation Reactions

QRRK analysis, as initially presented by Dean8 9-91 combined with the modified strong
collision approach of Gilbert et

al 92-94 ,

are used to compute rate constants for both

chemical activation and unimolecular reactions, oyer a range of temperature and pressure.
The computer program CHEMDIS, based on the QRRK theory outlined as above, and
unimolecular dissociation and chemical activation formalism carries out all unimolecular
and chemical activation reactions involyed in this thesis. The input parameters for
CHEMDIS are: (1) High pressure limit rate constants (Arrhenius A factor and activation

energy E„) for each reaction included for analysis, (2) A reduced set of three yibration
frequencies and their associated degeneracy ,. (3) Lennard-Jones transport parameters, (s
(Angstroms) ',did e/k (Kelvin)), and (4) molecular weight of adduct - species. All these
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input parameters are readily available or straightforward to estimate, but it is impossible
to estimate them accurately.

5.2.5 Input Information Requirements for QRRK Calculation

Pre-exponential factors (A-S), are calculated using canonical TST 95 along with CBSQ//B3LYP/6-3 I G(d,p), determined entropies of intermediates and TSs for the reactions
where thermodynamic properties of TS are available. High-pressure limit preexponential factors for combination reactions are obtained from the literature and from
trends in homologous series of reactions. Activation energies come from complete basis
model calculations CBS-Q plus eyaluated thermodynamic properties and literature data.
Reduced sets of three vibration frequencies and their associated degeneracies are
computed from fits to heat capacity data, as described by Ritter and Bozzelli et al. 96 , 97
These have been shown by Ritter to accurately reproduce molecular heat capacities,
Cp(T), and by Bozzelli et al. 97 to yield accurate ratios of density of states to partition
coefficient, p(E)/Q.
Lennard-Jones parameters, sigma (Angstroms) and elk (Kelvins), are obtained
from tabulations" and from a calculation method based on molar yolumes and
compres ibility 99 When neces ary, estimation is done in a consistent and uniform
manner via use of generic reaction rate constants with reference to literature, experiment

or theoretical calculation in each case. The QRRK calculation input parameters and their
references are listed in the table associated with the respective reaction system.
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5.2.6 Recent Modifications to the Quantum RRK Calculation Include
(a) Use of a manifold of three frequencies plus incorporation of one external rotation for
the density of states, p(E)/Q and in calculation of k(E). (b) The Leonard-Jones collision
frequency ZLJ is now calculated by ZLJ Z S2 (2,2) integral 98 ' 99 obtained from fit of Reid
et al. 99 .
The QRRK analysis for k(E) with modified strong collision and a constant FE for falloff
has been used preyiously to analyze a variety of chemical actiyation reaction systems,
Westmoreland et al.'"'"., Dean et al. 102 , and Bozzelli et al. 103 ' I " There are a number of
recent publications by other researchers that utilize the QRRK formalism with a more
exact calculation F E in modified strong collision analysis' ,°° or utilize just a QRRK
formalism.111,
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It is shown to yield reasonable results in these applications, and

provides a framework by which the effects of both temperature and pressure can be
estimated for complex chemical activation or unimolecular dissociation reaction systems.

5.3. Thermodynamic Properties Using ab initio Calculations
Enthalpy, ΔHfº298, entropy,

S ° 298

and heat capacities C p (T), from 300 to 1500 K are

determined for methyl hypochlorites (CH 3 OCl), formaldehyde~Cl atom complex radical
(CH2=O--CI) and transition state (TS) using density functional B3LYP/6-31G(d,p),
B3LYP/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) and

oh initio

QClSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) and CBS-Q calculation

methods 25-30 Thermodynamic properties of CH3, 32 CH2O, 32 HCl, 32 ClO, 32 Cl, 32 and
CIO32 are taken from literature data. Enthalpy, ΔHfº 298, for methoxy radical (CH 3 O) is
used from literature data,'' and its entropy, S° 20 and heat capacities C p (T), from 300 to
1500 K used are the yalues eyaluated in this study, in chapter 4.
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Molecular structures and yibration frequencies are determined at the B3LYP/631G(d,p) density functional calculation leyel, with single point calculations for energy at

the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p), QC1SD(T)/6-31G(d,p) and CBS-Q leyels .of calculation.
Vibration frequencies are scaled by 0.9806 31 for zero point energies (ZPVE) and for
thermal corrections. Enthalpies of formation (ΔHf° 298) for transition state is calculated in
CBS-Q//B3** by the difference of the total energy for CH 3 OCI and transition state (TS).

5.4 QRRK Input Parameter

Methyl radical (CH 3 ) reacts with chlororine monoxide to form methyl hypochlorite.
This adduct, methyl hypochlorite goes to formaldehyde and hydrogen chloride through
a saddle point transition state (TS). It is the path way, which has transition state (TS)
and pre-exponential factors (A, ․ ), calculated using canonical TST 16 along with CBSQ11133LYP/6-31G(d,p), determined enthalpies of intermediates and TS for the reaction
(CH3OCl CH2O + HCI) system. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) is used to determine entropies

and heat capacities. The thermodynamic properties are listed in Table 5.l. The
frequency, moment of inertia, and geometry of transition state is displayed in Table 5.2.
We calculate three parameters (A, n, and Ea) for the model equation of A(T) = A x T"
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TABLE 5.1. Ideal Gas Phase Thermodynamic Properties' at 298 K

TABLE 5.2-a. Vibrational Frequencies (cm ') and Rotational constants (Ghz) for Transition
-
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Table 5.2-b. Geometry of Transition State (CH 3 OCI

TS -----) HCI + CH 2O)
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Figure 5.1. Potential energy diagram in the raction (CH 3 OCI —>TS--->Cl1 2 0 +Ha).
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TABLE 5.3. Total Energies at Different Levels of Theory, Composite CBS-Q, Zero
Point Vibrational Energy and Thermal Correction (in Hartree)

Figure 5.2. Potential energy diagram in the raction of methyl radical and chloro
monoxide (CH3 + (1O --W,H3OCl-->Products).
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Table 5.4. QRRK Input Parameter' for the Reaction of Methyl radical
and Chlorine Oxide

The reaction CH 3 + CIO system is a chemically actiyated reaction system The methyl
radical, CH 3 .associates with CIO to form a chemically activated, energized adduct
[CH3OCI * ]. The adduct contains excess energy from the chemical reaction equal to the
energy of the new bond formed. The energized adduct [CH 3 OCI * ] could go back to
reactants CH3+ ClO, or could directly go to products H + CH2=O--Cl via
fomaldehyde~CI atom complete radical and hydrogen or to CI + CH3O• via a CI
elimination. Both are simple dissociation or simple bond cleayage. Other reactions
include molecular HCl elimination forming formaldehyde, CH 2 O + HCl or Cl elimination
(cleavage of the weak O~CI bond). The energized adduct [CH 3 OCI * ] can stay as CH 3 OCI
in the well in the Figure 5.22
We use the experimental kinetic data for CH3 + CIO ---> Products, A = 7.83x 10

13

(cm 3 /mol•sec) from Biggs, 8 et. al.. They used laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy at

1 03
298 K from 1 to 3 torr in He bath gas. We calculate A and Ea for the reverse reaction,

The reaction of methyl radical and chloro monoxide forms methyl hypochlorite
(CH3OCI) and this adduct react further to CI + CH 3 O• via a O-CI cleavage. We use the
experimental kinetic data for the assumed reaction CH3O + Cl
reaction, CH3O + Cl —> CH 3 OCI A

HCl + CH2O for the

6.03El3 (cm 3 /mol,sec) from Jungkamp, 79 et. al..

They used laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy at 300 K from l.9 to 7.5 torr with He
bath gas. We calculate A and Ea for the reverse reaction, CH 3 OCI --> CH 3 O + CI; A =
7.35x 10" (l/sec) and Ea = 48.8 (kcal/mol) using microscopic reyersibility.

The reaction of methyl radical and chloro monoxide associate methyl hypochlorite
(CH 3 OCI) and this molecule can go to H + CH 2 O--Cl (CH 2 =0, formaldehyde, and CI
atom complete radical) yia a intramolecular H elimination. We use the experimental
kinetic data for the assumed reaction H + C 2 H 5 —> C 2 H 6 for the reaction, CH2O--Cl + H
CH3OCI ,. A = I .00x I 0" (cm 3 /mol-sec) from Sillesen, 5° et. al.. They used Infrared (IR)
absorption spectroscopy at 298 K at 75 torr with

H2

bath gas. We calculate A and Ea for
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Figure 5.3. QRRK analysis of the reaction in methyl radical and chlorine oxide

(CH; + CIO ---> CH 3 OCI ---> Products) at I atm.
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5.5 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.3 shows results from the QRRK analysis for the chemical actiyation reaction of
methyl radical with chloro monoxide. The reaction pathway (CH3 + ClO CH 3 OCl*--->
Cl + CH 3 O.) simple cleayage of the O—CI bond is the dominant channel oyer the
temperature range of 298 to 1500 K from at I atm. The H—C cleayage (CH 3 + CIO -4
CH3OCl*---> H + CH 2 O-Cl) shows higher rate constant than the reaction pathway (CH 3 +

CIO CH 3 OCI HCI + CH 3 0) through transition state(TS). I note that the CH 2 O----Cl
product is a weakly bound adduct of chlorine atom with formaldehyde, it is not a
C• 2OCl molecule.
H

The rate constants for chlorine dissociation
CH3O*) are A -- 3 43 x 10 15 (cm 3 /mol.sec), n = -0.54,
dissociation to hydrogen and foraldehyde~Cl complex radical (CH 3 + ClO -+ CH3OCI*
H + CH 2 -()--Cl) is A - 1 24x 10 7 (cm³/mol.sec), n

l.87, Ea

-0.83 (kcal/mol), for

transition reaction pathway
(cm 3 /mol-sec), n = 0.95, Ea = 0.14 (kcal/mol), for reaction pathway to methyl
hypochlorite (CHI + CIO ---> CH3OCl) is A = 5.87x10 27 (cm3/molsec)„ n = -5.54, Ea =
2.83 (kcal/mol), for the reyerse reaction pathway to reactant (CH3 + CIO --4 CH3OCl*
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AxT n exp(-E a /RT), R = l.987 (cal/mol•K). .
The QRRK analysis of the reaction , CH3 + CIO --> CH3OCl* —> Products are
analyzed by the Log k (cm3/mol.sec) versus Log P (atm) at 298 K in Figure 5.4 and at
1200 K in Figure 5.5. The reaction path, CH3 + CIO CH 3OCl* -f CH3O + Cl is the
prevalent channel from 298 to 1200 K in the all pressure ranges (0.001 atm — 10 atm) in
this study.

Figure 5.7. QRRK analysis of the dissociation reaction in methyl hypochlorite

Figurere 5.8. QRRK analysis of the dissociation reaction in methyl hypochlorite

----> Products) at 1200 K.

For hydrogen dissociation to hydrogen and

n = - 5.89, Ea = 70.15 (kcal/mol), for transition reaction pathway (CH 3 OCI* —> HCI +

The QRRK analysis of the reaction , CH3OCI* --> Products are analyzed by the
Log k (l/sec) yersus Log P (atm) at 298 K in Figure 5.7. 1200 K in Figure 5,8. The
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reaction path, CH 3 OCl* --> CH3O + Cl is the prevalent dissociation channel from 298 to
1200 K in the all pressure ranges (0.00I atm — 10 atm) in this study.

5.6 Summary
Transition state of the reaction (CH3 + CIO --> TS —> CH2O + HCI) is optimized in
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) for the geometry and vibrational frequencies and rotational constants.
With single point calculation, the total energies are calculated in B3LYP/63 11+G(3df,2p), QC1SD(T)/6-3lG(d,p) and CBS-Q methods. kinetics for the reactions of
monochlorine monoxide radical (ClO) with methyl and chloro methyl radicals are
analyzed by using quantum Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel (QRRK) theory for k(E).and a
modified strong collision approach for falloff. The most important path in the reaction of
methyl radical and monochloro monoxide radical (CH3Cl + CIO CH3OCl*
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